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Government's
pockets to be
replenished
WASHINGTON AP
Freddent Reagan will sign a compromise catch-all money bill,
rephtaishing the pockets of
government agenci•s that
technically went brake three days
ago,administraUon officiais say
The lame-duck Congress,
rushing toward adjournment,
passed the measure Monday night
with its $16.1310,611666 pay raise
for House members and none of
the public service jobs for llw nation's unemployed that both House
and Senate had approved earlier.
White Howe spokesman Anson
Franklin said Reagan, who bat
the MI million he wanted to produce the Ws new MX nuclear
•
would go shoed and sign
the measure. probably during
business hours today
Early today. the Senate approved a nickel-e-gallon hike in the
federal gasoline tax that Reagan
had wanted. The inesiture, which
meat go back to the Home for additional action. is dadipsA to pay
for highway and bridge repairs
and create jobs.
One administrationi official. who
asked to remain anonymous, said
Reagan's early strategy was to
hold off signing the spending bill
when it came to his desk Monday
night to keep pressure on senators
to act on the gas tax
Meanwhile, the Office of
Management and Budget said late
Monday night that 1901T1* 360,000
federal employees in Washington
and around the country should
report to work today.
Reagan's threatened veto of the
apsnAins bill forced HauarSenate
negotiators to strip from the final
bin both a $b.4 billion Housepawed Jobs bill and a similar but
smaller 11.2 billion jobs package
passed by the Senate.

rt.

MERRY CHRISTMAS AT MURRAY
ITAL — Various departments at MarCalloway County Hospital decorated their
In Christmas themes for
hospital wide competition. (From liPPer left
clockwiae) Meredith Leigh Snyder will be a
sweet Cfiristmas package dressed as Santa
Claus. Holding baby Meredith is Patti Chappell Judges (keen left) Rainey
Joni Billingten and Emmie Vgra7cipt;
surveyed the different sections of the Invite.
Jamie Morrison (left) and Brenda Hobbs,
obstetrics staff, enter Magic Kingcken doors
of the obstetrics ward. Patsy Massey is
amidst the heart and ha g display in
therapy and EKG aI. Terri
at onS
agya
the..„Inalle#
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Increased demand key tofarm industry

Russell. Bragg
Pillsbury vice president

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
The search for new grain buyers and the
strength of the dollar on the international
market are among the key indicators of
success for the American fanner in 1983
and beyond, according to Russell J. Bragg,
vice president of the Pillsbury Company.
Bragg, a member of the joint U.S.U.S.S.R trade council, addressed about 500
Purchase Area farmers gathered Monday
afternoon at the Kentucky Dam Village
Convention Center for a seminar on the
outlook for grain farmers in the coming
years.
An average American spends just 17 percent of his disposable income of food,
Bragg said, and farmers are producing
way beyond what is required. For instance,
he said this year's corn surplus is projected
to be about 1.6 billion bushels.
Therefore the solution to the problem lies
not in supply, he said, but in increasing de-

Bank executive feels
institutions' merger
to be good for Murray
Final approval for the merger of
Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan
Association of Louisville with four
smaller institutions, including
Security Federal Savings and
Loan, was received Dec. 17, according to Larry Wright, vice
president and branch manager of
the Murray Security Federal Office.
The move, also involving First
Home Federal of Owensboro,
Southeast Federal of Louisville
and Cowger-Miller Mortgage

Local post office
to maintain services
on next two Fridays
Holiday service operation
hours, window service and
delivery service will be maintained at the Murray Post Office on
Friday, Dec. 24, Friday, Dec. 31, a
postal service spokesman said today.

n.

Bankers of Florence and Bowling
Green, was made "to survive the
economy" and create a "growth
potential to better serve
customers," Wright said.
As of Nov. 30 figures, the
merger will give Lincoln Federal
assets of $479,423,000. The smaller
Institutions will change its names
to Lincoln Federal. Wright said
the local bank will be renamed
within a few weeks.
"It (the merger) will be a good
thing for the community," Wright
added. "We will be able to offer
competitive, big city rates and the
newest services.
"We're solid and sound. We're
ready to meet the challenge for
1983."
Lincoln Federal will operate 20
offices located in Lexington,
Radcliff, LaGrange, Louisville,
Owensboro, Mayfield and Murray.
Security Federal is based in
Mayfield.

mand among foreign countries.
"If I had three wishes to improve this
country's agriculture business," Bragg
said. "I'd wish for new demand, new demand and new demand. And if I had a
fourth it would be to weaken the dollar on
the international market."
He said we must "build back old
customers and make new ones" to sell our
surplus grain to, and to do that the government has to "mend a lot of fences." Bragg
referred to his recent trip to Moscow and
the Russian attitude about buying grain
since the U.S. imposed its embargo when
the Soviets first invaded Afghanistan.
He said their current attitude is, "We'd
like to buy grain from you, but we're not
going to allow you to run our country to do
it." He continued, "Ever since the embargo...we've been fighting to correct our
mistake. . .it is imperative that the world
recognize us as reliable suppliers." He
predicted the Russians would buy 5 million

sunny, mild
Today, mostly sunny and
mild. High from the upper 408
to lower 5Cis. Winds becoming
south 5 to 10 mph. Tonight,
mostly clear, breezy and not so
cold. Low in the upper 30s.
Winds south 10 to 20 mph.
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metric tons of corn and 3 million metric
tons of wheat next year, an amount far
below the 13.8 million total predicted by
some forecasters.
Bragg added that Red China will be a
good long-term customer, but that Chinese
crop totals have been good and he does not
see any significantly large purchases in
1983.
Another major factor affecting the sale
of American farm goods to international
customers is our government itself, Bragg
said. He pointed to the Federal Reserve
Bank's high interest rates which attract
foreign investors and therefore make the
dollar strong against other currency. He
said the international economy favored
farming most in the early 1170a, when the
dollar was weak and foreign customers
could by more for their money.
Another way the government adversely
Influences crop sales, said Bragg, is by
loaning money to farmers to raise a sertain

1..M?

Bragg

crop at a price higher than the price on the
triterriational market. In other words, this
means foreign countries can easily
undersell the U.S. because we cannot afford to sell at a competitive price, he said.
Bragg has a three-fold solution to the
problems facing agriculture in 1943 and the
future. First, the U.S. should take some of
Its money from farmer aid programs and
lend it to other countries to buy our crops.
This, be said, is one way to increase the demand side of the economic picture
Second, the government should reduce
loan support level, that create artificially
high prices. He compared agriculture to
the steel and car industries and said the
US. has to find the lowest cost production
method to effectively compete worldwide.
Last. Bragg said there should be no
government intervention in world trade
"short of war," and that the country should
make a committment "to deliver on what
we sign."

Smith has'no regrets' about Rhodes efforts
Although not chosen for a
Rhodes Scholarship, Terry Smith
of Murray has "no regrets" about
his effort to become one of 32 recipients from across the United
States.
The Murray State University
senior was among 12 nominees
from the six-state Great Lakes
District who were interviewed in
Chicago Saturday. Four of them
were selected for the awards to
study two or three years at Oxford
University in England.
Smith, 21-year-old son of Mr
and Mrs. Richard R. Smith of 1508
Canterbury Dr., has no idea how
close he came to being selected.
"Really, there is no way for me
to know," he explained. "I had
what I thought was a good interview and I felt confident — but the
competition was stiff. I'm just
happy that I got as far as I did. It
was a good experience."
Smith, who has a double major
in economics and Russian studies,
was one of two nominees chosen to
represent Kentucky in the district
finals. He was one of 10 interviewed in Lexington Dec. 14-15 from
among WI original applicants
across the date.
Each of the other five dates in

tacky from among students at
such schools as Harvard, Yale,
Vanderbilt, Georgia Tech and
Centre College.
Named for Cecil Rhodes, British
administrator and financier in
South Africa, Rhodes Scholarships are offered all over the
world. It is the oldest international
scholarship program of its kind.
Smith, a Presidential Scholar at
Murray State, was recently
selected to be among the students
listed in the 1983 edition of Who's
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges
Terry Smith
He is president of Alpha Ctu nathe district — Illinois, Indiana, tional honor society and a
Ohio. Michigan and %Wisconsin —
member of Alpha Lambda Delta
also had two nominees in the honor society. Smith was named
finals. Chosen were students from the Outatandhig Senior with a Mathe University of Chicago, jor in Economics in 1982 and the
Michigan Stale, Stanford and In- Outatanciing Russian Student in
diana University.
1981.
A student may apply for the
His other campus activities inprestigious scholarship either in clude membership in the
the state of his residence or in the Economics Club, the Euclidean
state in which he is attending col- Math Club and Lambda Chi Alpha
social fraternity
lege.
Smith and the other Kentucky
Following graduation in May,
nominee, Michael Swank of Lex- 1963. he plans to work for a couple
ington, a student at Georgetown years and then pursue the M.B.A.
University in Waahingten, DC, ( Master's in Business Administrawere chosen to represent Ken- tion) degree
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Character of Christmas

Humility is the essence of Christmas spirit

(EDITOR'S NOTE — Heavy
with child, Mary traveled from
Galilee to Bethlehem through
dunes and mountains, sleeping
through chill nights on the ground,
to register for taxes. Her travail is
a symbol of humility, one of the
great qualities of Christmas, an
attribute examined in this second
Installment of a five-part series
about the special qualities of
Christmas.)
By GEORGE W.CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
A rough and dusty road. Crude
camps. Weariness, discomfort,
anxiety. Rejection from lodgings
In town. And then descent into a
smelly cave for goats and cattle.
These were the bleak and lowly
circumstances in which the life of
Christmas came to men.
Abased ... vulnerable ...
homeless.
"Foxes have holes, and birds of
the air have nests; but the Son of
man has nowhere to lay his head,"
he later said.
No holly hung when Christ was
born; no bells rang out; no tinseldecorated evergreens adorned his
advent, only cobwebs, barren
rock, manure, a curt
"unwelcome" at the inn.
"God chose what is foolish in the
world to shame the wise," Paul
writes, and "what is weak ... to
shame the strong."
Joseph and his wife, Mary,
heavy with child, had traveled 90
miles from Galilee to Bethlehem
to register for taxes, trudging the
hot, desolate trails through dunes
and mountains, spending chill
nights huddled on the ground.
Tradition says she rode a burro,
a waterskin and pouch of dried
bread and cheese flapping beside
her legs, while the carpenter,
Joseph, walked, his muscled arms
and callused hands swinging at his

sides.
They were poor-and came from
a bedraggled village. A common
saying went, "Can anything good
come out of Nazareth?"
Neighbors misunderstood
Mary's mystical experience, and
eventually tried to throw her son
from a cliff.
"... no prophet is acceptable in
his own country," he would say.
For some driving reason, Mary,
even in the last stages of her
pregnancy, had insisted on leaving home and accompanying
Joseph on the long, hard journey
required only of him. And they
would not return for several
years.
"... the handmaid of the Lord ...
" Not to the mighty or the acclaimed had this sacred seed
fallen, but to her, a back-country
bride. She steadied her waist with
an arm, remembering her earlier
tumbling emotions.
"He has ... exalted those of low
degree."
But the weight, the constant
rolling gait, dragged at her almost
unbearably.
There was little Joseph could
do, except push on, looking up at
her occasionally with nervous,
helpless glances. "Our soul is
bowed down to the dust," went the
psalm of his ancestor, David. "...
come to our help."
On probably the fourth day, it
must have been an overwhelming
relief when they caught sight of
Bethlehem, and climbed the winding limestone ridge to the ancient
town, whose name meant "House
of Bread."
The sun had set.
"But you, 0 Bethlehem
Ephrathah, who are little to be
among the clans of Judah, from
you shall come forth for me one
who is to be ruler of Israel, whose
origin is from of old, from ancient

Murray High senior recipient
of $12,000 Tampa scholarship
Michael Childress, son of Mrs.
Norma Childress, has been
notified he is the recipient of the
$12,000 President's scholarship to
the University of Tampa, Tampa,
Fla.
"This is the most coveted
scholarship given by the University to those who exhibit ability and
academic dedication," said Wanda Gough, guidance counselor at

Murray High School.
Childress is a senior at Murray
High School where he has attained
honor roll standing every marking
period. He is active in speech,
theativandathieties..

days," prophecy had foretold.
Yet even though it was a small
city, it was confusing for a
stranger, distraught by concern

WASHINGTON (AP) — Consumer prices rose a minuscule 0.1
percent in November, the
smallest gain since March, the
government said today. Tumbling

Prices furnished
First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.
Industrial Average

-In

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL'S

Super Money Market Account

MEL

"Come to me,all who labor and
are heavy-laden, and I will give
you rest Take my yoke upon you,
and learn ... For my yoke is easy,
and my burden light.
From the difficuk beginning in
the stable, the whole affair carries
a mysterious revelation, declaring that somehow in re)ection and
suffering amid the world's mixedup values, there was sovereignty,
that greatness and conquest lay in
bearing the worst.
"... many that are first will be
last, and the last first," he said.
"... whoever would be great
among you must be your servant,
and whoever would be first among
you must be the slave of all."
It was as if God had promised
the noblest grace to those who sink
to true humility, to learn and partake of the tragedy and pathos he
himself experienced as a result of
men's scorn and neglect.
"And she gave birth to her firstborn son and wrapped him in
swaddling cloths, and laid him in a
manger..."
A tiny, crying infant, the
"image of the invisible God," as
scripture describes him. One to
whom "every knee should bow"
and "every tongue confess that
Jesus Christ is Lord," born in a
backyard stable, weak, exposed
and dependent, placed helpless in
mankind's hands.
The divine had become poor and
defenseless that men might
through his poverty know riches.
"Blessed are the poor in spirit ...
those who mourn ... the meek ...
Blessed are you when men revile
and persecute you ... You are the
salt of the earth."
TOMORROW: The brotherhood
of Christmas.

Here are the advantages over money fund accounts
*Fully insured by the F.S.L.I.C.
*Earns a high guaranteed money market rate
*Unlimited deposits
*Unlimited withdrawals at our offices
•Up to 6 pre-authorized or automatic transfers per
month, 3of which may be by check or draft
•No Maturity Date — no early withdrawal penalties
*Account available to individuals, businesses, churches
,
4
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•$2,500 minimum account balance
IS:Or

(Any day that your balance is below $2,500
you earn N.O.W. account rate for that day)
11. bolo bond% 1101010
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and bolstered economists' predictions that, for all of 1982, inflation
could be at its lowest in a decade.
Overall, last month's 0.1 percent
seasonally adjusted increase was

the economy's best monthly showing since the 0.3 percent decline in
March. Consumer prices rose 0.5
percent in October and 0.2 percent
in September.
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Hog market

Livestock market
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP — USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves,
1200 terminal and auction sales to 10:46
a.m. compared to Monday's close
Slaughter steers and heifers untested.
Slaughter cows and bulls about steady,
but with many individuals carrying excessive fill. Slaughter calves and
vealers poorly tested. Feeders 1.05101
higher, full advance on weights under
500 lbs.
Slaughter cows. commercial 3-5.
35.75-37.75; utility 1-3, 35.7540.75, high
dressing and high boning percent 40.03
42.75. cutter 1-2, 32.06-35.50.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade 1-3, 1000.
1103 Ibis indicating 75-70 carcass boning

percent 46.25-50.50, overly full individuals discounted down to 43.50.
Slaughter calves and wester,: few
good and choice 250-300 lb vealers 53.50.
0000
Oh calves untested early
Feeders steers . medium frame I.
303-00 lbs. 57.5041.50 few up to 15.10;
405-600 lb 10.0043.20,500400 lb. 51.0013 00 . 600-700 lbs. 57.50441.25 medium
frame 1, 300-500 lbs. 50.00-51.00 500-715
lbs. 5040-51.60. large frame 2 mostly
Isolsteins, 500-735 lbs. 44.50-60.50: few
100415 lbs. 42.75-47.00 small and
medium frame 1-2 bull calves, 350-500
lbs. 46.06-57.75. 500455 lbs. 42.00.55.50.
heifers: medium frame 1,300.400 lbs
41.00-52.00. 400400 lbs. 41.016511.00

Federal-State Market News Service
December 21,1112
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 107 Est 450 Etarrovis & Gilts
75 lower Sows mostly .50-1 00 lower
166.5045.75
US 1-2 210-140 Its .
154.50.55.50
US 2 70-110
KO 00-55 50
US 1 215250 lbs
114.0045.01
US 24 150-270
US 1-▪ 2270410 Rs
US 1-3310-450 lbs
US 1400-000 lbs
US 14 101450 Its
US 2-3 300400 lbs
Boars $30 00

141.00.12.111
841000
143.10-44.50
144 50-44.50 few 17.60
641.03-12.10

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

Calloway County Fire Rescue,Inc.
Statement Of Receipts And Disbursements - Complied
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1982

(ovallablo Doc. 14, 19112)

•No management fees

mortgage interest rates were
largely responsible.
The new report meant that, for
the year, inflation is running at a
modest annual rate of 4.5 percent

Stock market
.•
by

Now you can have all of your short term funds fully
insured and earning a guaranteed money market rate with

g

and 'hexed men's every adverWty, every despair and oternient,
from the hard cradle to the rugged

November consumer prices up slightly

The"Murray student plans to
major in marine biology and computer science at the University of
Tampa.

MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

for his wife close to her maternity.
Jostling pilgrims, there for the tax
listing, jammed the lanes and
quadrangles.
A resting place, some private

chamber where Mary might
deliver the child in safety — that
was the crucial need. Lanterns
wavered on the door posts. Carts,
animals and voices rent the night.
Joseph tried, urgently, pleading.
But "there was no place for
them in the inn."
Where? Where? Has the world
no room for the birth of Christ? If
Joseph and Mary had been richer
or had greater rank, weapons er
prestige, there would have been
no problem, but by these common
standards, they were turned
away.
Curiously, their own distress
and hardship foreshadowed the
very career of the pulsing life
within her, one of sorrows, acquainted with grief.
"... the Lord ... has anointed me
to preach good news to the poor ...
to proclaim release to the captives
... to set at liberty those who are
oppressed ... The Son of man came
notto be served but to serve and to
give his life ..."
They found the sinkhole barn, a
dingy and fetid cave, pitchblack
within, lacking windows or furnishings other than the clay
manger, the strewn fodder, the
camels and cows chewing their
cuds.
Joseph helped her down, alarmed at the low moans quavering in
her throat. He raked up barley
straw for a bed, and borrowed fire
to light a pile of sticks at the entrance.
"God, be not far from me!" The
cry rang through the ancient annals of his people. "Deliver me,0
Lord!"
Such was the abject, trying
humility of Christ's birth, and the
same surroundings of tribulation
• and anguish followed his steps on
earth, misunderstood by
relatives, betrayed by friends,
despised by enemies. He entered

RECEIPTS
Insurance companies payments
Cash contributions
Interest
Fiscal court
State aid
Non-cash contributions of materials and service
Total Receipts
DISBURSEMENTS
Telephone
Utilities
Gas and oil
Repair and maintenance
Supplies
Public relations
Insurance
Miscellaneous expense
Office supplies
Accounting fee
Interest
Depreciation
Total Disbursements
Excess of Disbursements Over Receipts

$8,270.00
6,561.89
3,042.27
9,762.81
1,999.27
978.40
$30,614.64

2,045.93
2,355.90
3,108.17
4,223.02
3,049.93
1,413.11
2,411.97
1,224.32
19.44
400.00
6,824.82
15,749.19
42,825
1(12.211.16)

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
$3,096.32
Cash in bank
10,000.00
Certificate of deposit
3,383.34
Prepaid interest
Total Current Assets
Book Valise
Cost Depreciation
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
-04-0180 x 220 lot
44,830.54
2,861.52
47,692.06
Building
39,313.75
32,633.99
71,947.74
Fire fighting vehicles
600.00
2,400.00
3,000.00
Boats and motors
25,020.33
32,380.43
57,400.76
Miscellaneous equipment
Total Property
$76,955.70
;180,040.56
and Equipment
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
LIABILITIES
$19,986.19
Note payable - Bank of Murray
12,300.00
Corporation
Note payable - FMC
9,666.74
Note payable - The Associates
Total Liabilities
NET WORTH
Balance 7-1-61
Deficit FYE 6-30-82
Total Net Worth
Total Liabilities and Net Worth

$16,479.66

103 984.86
$119,564.52

$41,952.93

89,822.71
(12.211.16)
77,611.59
119,564.52
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Shoplifting costs all

garrott's galley

These are troubled times for retailers. It is the
season that brings on the heaviest waves of shoplifboth within and without.
through theft by potential customers and
iployees are astounding. They reached $36 billion
Wit year, up from $24 billion in 1900. Shop owners
figure for every $100 in gross sales, $7 LS lost to
shoplifters.
The last three months of the year account for 45
percent of all shoplifting thefts — and these times of
recession multiply the losses. People are using their
cash to pay for such necessities as food, rent and
fuel,and stealing to fill Christmas stockings.
Thefts by work staffs also are on the increase during the holiday season, when part-time help must be
hired — including some workers with little sense of
loyalty. Many major department stores have
resorted to reward systems to stop their losses.
Some pay as high as $1,000 to employees who provide information that leads to the recovery of stolen
goods.
Thefts by employees now account for about 40
percent of the nation's merchandise losses, consumer shoplifting for about 30 percent and errors in
the handling and recording of merchandise for the
remaining 30 percent. The thievery is not confined
to department and specialty stores. Fast-food
outlets, convenience stores and service stations
also are victims of their employees.
Juveniles have always been a shoplift problem,
but more and more older adults on fixed incomes
are being arrested for the crime. Many of them,
who are in their 60s and 70s, are first-time offenders.
Shoplifting not only places a heavy economic
burden on the merchant, it results in higher retail
costs to the consumer. It is a crime we all must
endeavor to stop.

by m.c. garrott

t=

The new stoned age
Americans who were high school students in the
Depression era of the 1930s may be excused if they
are disgusted over the prevalence of drug abuse
among today's youngsters.
Back in Depression days high school students
were too poor or too pure (or possibly both) to know
what drugs were, let alone acquire an expensive
bad habit. Yet today, when unemployment is
reported to be at the highest level since the Depression, teenage indulgence in costly drugs is commonplace.
To cite just one example, Los Angeles police
report that as many as 60 percent of the city's high
school seniors use drugs two or three times a week,
and nearly 25 percent of the seniors are "stoned
most of the time."
The situation is even worse than they suspected,
c
titt
rta stall501-~14
_era
Po
Abirstoffieltestet
— '
typical of most major U.S. cities.
Parents and grandparents today may be tempted
to look back at Depression times as the "Good Old
Days." Then families stuck together, fought adversity, and youngsters took pride in working hard at
any available job, however menial or unrewarding,
in order to dig out of poverty.
Society has hit rock bottom when so many of the
present generation are dreamily content to be
members of a New Stoned Age.
(Reprinted by permission of The St. Louis
Globe-Democrat)
•0

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Occasionally we encounter a
passage in scripture that can take
our breath away if we are in the proper mood.
These words from the book of
Isaiah (40:31) contain the power and
movement to take your pulse off the
page. Imagine the crescendo of a
Beethoven symphony as you read:
They shall mount up with wings
as eagles; they shall run, and
not be weary; and they shall
walk,and not faint.
A "thoughful" present for the holiday season would be a copy of
"Thoughts in Season," a 260-page
paperback book complete with Ken
Wolf's columns from the past 3'?•2
years. Cost of the book is $5 and may
be purchased at the following locations — Murray State University
Store, Bookmark, Calloway County
Public Library and Readmore in
both Murray and Paducah. Proceeds
from the sale of the book will support
the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center and the Need
Line Association.
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Mr.Quint Gluier will get up early
tomorrow for his 100th birthday
My good friend, Mr. Quint Guier,
over on Magnolia Drive, has been
looking forward to tomorrow — Dec.
22 — for 100 years. And he plans to
celebrate his 100th birthday in grand
style — with a group of his "old
friends" at a Kenlake Lodge dinner
Party.
'
"I was down there not long ago,"
he laughed, -when one of the
waitresses asked me how old I was.
When I told her I would be 100 in a
few weeks, she said, 'Why don't you
come down here to celebrate it. If you
do, I will bake you a cake.' So, that's
where we'll celebrate it, and I am going to hold her to It."
A lot has been written about Mr.
Guier in recent years as he approached the 100th anniversary of his Trigg
County birth, but you have to sit
down and talk with this remarkable
man to really appreciate his alertness and his instant recall of instances and dates more than 90 years
ago.
Today, he spends much of his time
writing the story of his own life,
writing in a large, deliberate hand
between heavy lines several spaces
apart because of his failing eyesight.
He has written 250 pages so far.
Earlier, he had written more than 900
pages on the history of his family as
he remembers it.
"There's so much in it about my
early life," he said, "I want to live
until I can finish it so I can make an
affidavit that it's true. There have
been so many changes in the way we
live during my lifetime no one would
believe it otherwise.
• • •
"You can't imagine all the changes
I have seen," he added pensively. He
was 15 years old when he saw his first
train right here in Murray while on a
visit to his mother's Calloway County
relatives from their Trigg County
'0)•

"q.t.lkin barefoot to

school at Kirksey after his family
moved to Calloway County, and
eating his lunch from a da pail while
seated on a stump in the schoolyard.
He was only five days from his 21st
birthday when Orville and Wilbur
Wright flew their heavier-than-air
ash for the first time and for 12
seconds at Kitty Hawk, N.C., on Dec.
17, 1903, and he can tell you all about
the history of wheat threshing from
the four-mules-drawn "ground hog"
thresher of the late 19th Century to
the huge combines of today.
A life-long Democrat, Mr. Guier
well remembers the assassiruition of
President William McKinley on Sept.
14, 1901, and how Teddy Roosevelt
took over the office.
When World War I ended, he was a
cashier at the Kirksey bank and on
the day the Armistice was signed
Nov. 11, 1918, he and four other boys
were on the top floor of the present
courthouse being given physical examinations by Dr. Prince Hart,
father of Dr. Jim Hart, in preparation for military service.
"All of a sudden, there was a lot of
noise and commotion out on the
street," he recalled. "Dr. Hart went
to the window and yelled down to someone to see what was going on.
They told him the Armistice had been
signed. The war was over. That was
how close I came to going to the Army."
• •.
Mr. Guier was the third child and
the oldest son in a family of 15 — including his parents. Only three of the
family survive — he and two sisters.
One, Mrs. Nellie Usher, lives in
Graves County. The other, Mrs. Emma Palmer,lives in Cape Coral, Fla.
Mrs. Palmer will be at the Kenlake
dinner, but with a broken right arm
In a sling. She fell and broke it while
leaving the Guier home a week ago
last Sunday on the way to the reception given in his h000r Dec... 12 at the

Woman's Clubhouee
Although he had no plans for doing
so as a young man, Mr. Geier farmed
near Brewers in Marshall Cessity for
42 years before retiring at 9. years of
age in 1964 and moving with his wife
to Murray to make their home with
their daughter, Mutha
For many years director of placement at Murray State, Martha is now
director of the new M. 0. Wrather
West Kentucky Museum on the camPusMrs. Guier was the former Lola
Lee Brazzell, the only child of a
Brewers farm couple. Wed April II,
1920, they had been married 51 years
when she died in 1771 A framed copy
of their wedding announcement occupies a prominent place among the
mementos in their home today.
Mr. Gider had planned to study
medicine and followed such a program for two years in college, but
when Mrs. Guier's parents died nine
days apart and left the 150-acre farm,
they had to take it over when they
were unable to sell it. "I enjoyed farming," he said, "but I never planned
to be a farmer when I was a young
man."
He still remembers a lot of his
medical training and takes great
pride in "knowing every organ in my
body and its function." He was 82
before he ever had a physical examination, and a 14-day stay in the
hospital just last year with an ulcer
problem has been his only
hospitalization.
• • •
Twelve years ago, Mr. Guier's
eyesight began to fail and he can no
longer pursue one of his most enjoyable pastimes — reading —
although he can see television very
well and keeps up on the news
through that and his radio. "I was 39
years old and married before I ever
had a radio," he chuckled. "It was

the only one in the neighborhood"
"Bet if I could only read. I'd be the
luipplast man alive. he
hi' added quietIY•
Today, a typical day for Mr Goer
starts about 8 a m with breakfast of
cereal and *ice Then he writes.
rests, watches the news at noon and
prepares lunch In the afternoon,
weather permitting, he walks his
customary mils a day
He raised a garden every year until
three years ago when he had tremble
distinguishing between the weeds
and the vegetable plants when he
would hoe His favorite meat is fried
chicken with flab a close second
He has never smoked, or drank
alcohol He has never so much as
tasted beer -It looks too much like
horse you-know-what," he laughed.
and foams up just like it, too "
• • •
We had talked almost two hours
when he bounded up "Come here,"
he said "I want to show you
something "Suspended from a rod in
a hallway was a beautiful, antique,
rose-patterned quilt It was hand ditched in 1647 by hts grandmother
when she was 16 years old and using
thread she herself had woven
The big pocket watch he wears
belonged to his wife's lather and
dates beck to 1150.
"I guess you'd say I'm old at 100
years of age," he laughed, "but I'm
not near as old as that quilt and
watch."
• • •
Tomorrow morning, he plans to get
up an hour or so earlier than usual to
watch the news on television because
he just might be wished a "Happy
Birthday" on one of the national networks.
He won't be the only one watching,
either.
Happy Birthday, Mr Guier, one of
the mod unforgettable characters I
have ever met.

.1k

EMMY DIJNiPTY?

looking back in murray's past
Ten years ago
Winners of the Christmas Lighting
Contest, sponsored by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, as announced by Mrs. J.B.
Wilson, chairman, were Mr. and
Mrs. Cliff Campbell, Mr. and Mrs.
Freed Cotham, Mr. and Mrs. Doug
Willoughby, Mrs. A.L. Hughes, Miss
Sue Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Ray,
Charles Addison, James McClure,
Vicki Shell, Dr. Don Hughes, Cheryl
and Tracy Hatcher, Barbara Priddy
and Jerry Hopkins.
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Deaths reported include Eunice
Brent Flood,57.
Joseph Berry was presented a
special certificate for 20 years of service as a member of Local Board No.
10 of the Selective Service. He is
retiring from the board.
Mr. and Mrs. V.O. Shelton will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 25.
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Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Britt, Dec. 15, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lee Harrell, Dec. 18, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Thomas,Jr., Dec. 18.
Twenty years ago
Sp. 4 William N. McLemore, son of
Mr. and Mrs. O.C. McLemore, is stationed at Fort Riley, Kansas.
Deaths reported include the Rev.
A.G. Childress,66.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wisehart
were married 63 years on Dec. 14.
The ROTC Unit at Murray State

College entertained with a Christmas
party for 57 orphans from Paradise
Friendly Home at Bell City on Dec. 18
at the Military Science Department
at MSC.
The Calloway County High School
Parent-Teacher Association had
ministers of the area as special
guests at their meeting on Dec. 17.
Dr. Frank Steely, professor of
history at Murray State College,
spoke about "The Condition of World
Affairs Today" at the meeting of the
Newman Club of MSC.
Thirty years ago
Murray Chief of Police A.H. Webb
has announced his resignation with
his position with the city of Murray.
Billy W Summer, Charles H.
Tidwell. William E Hopkins and
Robert Brelsford, all of Murray,
have arrived at Army Reception
Center at Fort George C. Meade,
Md., to receive initial indoctrination
into the Army.
Miss Charlotte Roberts, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Grogan Roberts, and
James Wallis Parker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford Parker, were married
Dec. 20.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Diuguid, Dec.
15, a boy to Mr. and Mn. Martin
Bailey, Jr., Dec. 16, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jewel Melton, Dec. 17.
Murray State College Racers lost
to Houston Cougars 70 to 66 at Carr
Gym, MSC. Garrett Beshear hit for
29 points for Murray.

letter to the editor

Murray resident comments about newspaper article
To The Editor:
I am writing this letter in reference
to the article that appeared in the
Magazine section of The
Courier-Journal Sunday, Dec. 12,
1982, about Calloway County and the
city of Murray.

finest counties in the great state of
Kentucky.

I want to make it completely clear
at the outset, I am not and will not
discuss the political issues in the article, nor is it my intent to discuss any
person or personalities that were
mentioned in the article, as far as I
am concerned all the people mentioned in the article are good, admirable,
and honorable people regardless of
how the article portrayed them. Also
I am not questioning or disputing any
of the historical facts that were
printed in the article.

I have to say here that lam not a
native Calloway Countian nor a
native Kentuckian. (I have lived in
Murray almost four years, three of
those four were from 1974 to 1977
when I was the professor of Military
Science at Murray State, which I
might add was one of my great
assignments during my military
career. I am now a retired soldier
and would like to point out that I am
not accustomed to writing letters to
the editor or publisher of
newspapers. I keep waiting for someone else to write about this sorry
article but it appeared that no one
was going to call in my opinion this
hand.

My intent is to attack what I perthat
sonally would call the
wrote the article and the paper
( publisher and editor) that allowed
such a back-handed article in my opiMon to be printed about one of the

I do not know of any good or useful
purpose that was served by the article on the contrary I believe the article was written by design to damage.
embarrass, and insult almost all the
people in Murray and Calloway

County. It anyone could believe this
article was useful, helpful, or
beneficial and did one good thing for
this county and its people, just ask someone to read it that's never been to
Calloway County and get their reaction.
The Courier-Journal has a large
area of circulation and people all
over Kentucky plus parts of five or
six bordering states read the article
I've talked to some people that
have read the article but have never
been to Calloway County and maybe
in some instances never heard of it.
All of their reactions and comments
have been about the same. They
range from quote "that sure must be
a redneck place, 750 miles of gravel
road,that must be a hick place."
A retired colonel from Texas working at Ft. Campbell conunents were,
"why in the h did you retire in Murray,Ky."
A secretary to a colonel at Ft.
Campbell said,"I don't think I would
want my children going to Murray

State University."
To me that is heavy, strong, scary
and damaging feelings against this
county, Murray and the University.
So in my opinion this unethical article has done immeasurable damage
to this county and its people.
I would recommend to Mayor
Holmes Ellis I which by the way I
believe to be an outstanding leader,
but not according to the article) that
he give the chief of police a direct
order to gather all of The
Cournal-Journal paper racks in Murray with this story about Murray and
have them crushed by a bull dozer
and then deposit them in the city
dump. I think the author of the article
should be fired from his job and have
to walk to Murray and make an
apology on the public square to all
the people in Murray and Calloway
County.
Col.( Retired ) Johnny R Prichard
1712 Melrose Dr.
Murrry,Ky URI
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Jo Burkeen, Murray Today Editor

"...And the glory of
the Lord shall be

redeemed!" Rejoice
on this day!
'With

oway Elementary School presented book
reports by constructing dioramas featuring a favorite scene from books. This
was directed by Mrs. Mary Alice Humphries, English teacher. Winners in each
class are, top left photo, Jamie Futrell, first, Tammy Downs, second, Patrick
Robinson, third; top right photo, Valeria Jones first, Lori Crouse, second,Candy
Howard, third; bottom right photo, Sara Bucy, first, Shane Black, second, and
Brandon Duncan,third.
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our sincere
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Professor uses insects
WEST LAFAYETTE,
Ind. (AP) — You might
call it bugaboo stew.
Purdue University Pro-
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FIFTH GRADE 8aidentistraet Calloway glepentary School participated In
an auction sale. The iu sIsjiait of a year long economic education project using "token money." Bob Allen, principal, acts as auctioneer.
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fessor Tom Turpin, an entomologist — or insect expert — believes eating
worms and bugs, which
are high in protein, can
prevent a world food
shortage.
Up to 40 percent of the
world's food production is
consumed by insects, he
said, so "if they're going
to eat our food, we ought
to eat them."
To prove his point, he
cooked up a batch of meal
worms and fed them to
his class of nine at its
final meeting Dec. 10.
Meal worms are squirmy, yellow insects, about
three-fourths of an inch
long.

Merry Longevity studied at university
hristmas

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Researchers at
the University of KenIt's festive! It's bright, an
tucky are taking on a task
a perfect time to expres few have attempted
our appreciation for your4 before — searching for
valued business. Enjoy! the physical reasons
causing longevity.
Ann's
And the Kentucky
Beauty Shop
centenarians -7- people
100 years or older — they
Hazel, Ky
are studying are pro492-8284
viding them with some interesting notions.
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One man said the
secret to his living 100
years was eating honey.
The lady next to him said
she'd lived so long
because she had taken a
nap precisely at 2 p.m.
every day for 101 years.
And as Dr. David Wekstein watched one
centenarian jog up four
flights of stairs instead of
taking the elevator, he
was inclined to believe
them.
Wekstein is a researcher for the University of
Kentucky's
Multidisciplinary Center
of Gerontology, which is
currently involved in the
study. The study is being
funded by a $5,000 grant,
Wekstein said.
Wekstein said past
longevity tests have
focused on the
sociological aspects of
aging. He said the current UK study is one of
the first in the nation to
emphasize the physical
aspects of a person in
May the meaning and connection with their age.
the message of the first
"We're trying to find
Noel rekindle your faith out what all these people
in His love. Merry tidings. have in common
physically," Wekstein
said. "It's a lofty goal and
probably not very
Cunningham Auto
realistic."
Repair
Wekstein admits the
619 S. 4th
undertaking will be long
and complex, and
753-6831
possibly futile.
"There is no past
studies or literature to
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even base a hypothe*s
on," Wekstein said.
"There's been no medical
studies on normal 100year-old people, except
autopsies.
"I guess our hypothesis
at this point is these people are living so long
because their biological
age is younger than their
chronological age."

Wekstein said results
from tests done on the
five centenarians already
studied show their brains
and blood compare to a
healthy person in their
sixties.
The study was prompted by a program started
two years ago in conjunction with the office of
Gov. John Y. Brown to
honor the approximately
180 centenarians in Kentucky, Wekstein said.
Each would be nominated
by a family member or
friend, and the
centenarian would
receive a "Kentucky
Centenarian Certificate."
"After we saw how
many there were, it
dawned on us, wouldn't it
be interesting to find out
about these people,"
Wekstein said.
Wekstein said only
those centenarians judged to be mentally competent during home visits
and telephone interviews
are asked to participate
in the study.
During the half-day
visit to the gerontology
center, the person is interviewed for a detailed
social history, examined
by a physician and a dentist, and given a CAT
(brain) scanner and a
blood test.
Wekstein said the
researchers are searching first for some obvious connections, such
as maybe all have the
same blood compositions,
but admits the answer
won't be that simple.
"The other trouble is
what is a normal 100year-old person. Some of
these people are so
young," he said.
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dotebook
Date incorrect
11n hsealliele on the Lax-Ringstaff engsgemen
NINIIIKWONist was incorrect in Saturday's'
el
The Money Ledger & Mmes. The views of Ribes
Tallamy Jane Las and Roy Glen RiIa1,Jr- will
be Friday. Jan W. at 7:38 p.m. at New Mt. Cannel
Baptist Church. All friends and relatives are invited.

PWP plans open dance
Greater Paducah Chapter of Parents Mihail
Partners will have an open dance on Friday, Dec.
31, from I p.m. to 1 am. at the National Guard Armory, lStb and Clark Streets, Paducah. Music will
be by the band,"Bony Fingers."
Admiseon will be SI per person or $11 for advance
tickets if payment is received no later than Dec. M.
Tickets may be purchased from members of PWP
who sponsor this dance. Soft drinks and set-ups will
be available. For information call 1-444-9004 or 14424390 or 1-11811485..

PA will not meet
MURRAY HAIRParents Anonymous will not have a regular
DRESSERS Affiliate No. meeting on Thursday, Dec. 13. Anyone desiring
10 elected new officers at assistance or information may call 759-1087 or 753dinner at DeVanti's. They 6009
are, top photo, from left,
Meta Beane, president,
Mary Ann McCiiiston,
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah
historian, Carol Hill,
publicity, Patty Knott, hospitals were Willie Dunn of Murray from Western
secretary, Vicki Nance, Baptist Hospital and Johnny Walston of Alma from
first vice president, and Lourdes Hospital.
Leta Taylor, treasurer.
Not pictured is Cindy
Vance, second vice president. In side photo are
Wanda Brown, left, and
NEW YORK ( AP) - episodes. The five-disc
Mrs. Beane with guest Alexander Scourby, one RCA series, being filmed
speaker, Euple Ward, of the best known "voice- in the Holy Land, will
director of Murray- over" voices in movies feature authentic locaCalloway County Need and TV, will narrate a tions, costumes and
Line Association Church new video-disc version of languages of the period
and Cooperative the Bible.
Before this assignment.
Ministry. The hairScourby will tell the Scourby had recorded the
dressers donated stories of Adam and Eve, entire King James verChristmas gifts to be Noah's Ark, the Last Sup- sion on 64 audio cassettes
distributed by Need Line. per and other scriptural in 1974.

Patients dismissed

Scourby to be narrator

,ACES®
BOBBY WOLFF

personal care kin for impel seisety perms are reembers of the
Local Unit of The Salvation Army. Sammy Cesnieglima, center. awlebed the
Rev. Jay Brigham. Wt.and Euple Ward,right. ronabors of the local anny L.
in loading the gifts in the Ward car.
Stall photo by Jo Burke=

Salvation Army gives gifts
Christmas gifts were
distributed Monday to patients at Westview Nursing Home and long Term
Care Unit of the MurrayCallowiy County
Hospital and to the
residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge.
These gifts, personal
care kits for both men
and women, were
presented to the patients
and residents by
members of the Local
Unit of The Salvation Army.
The gifts were sent
from national head-

Pair moleskin trousers
swapped bock, forth

On a metaphysician: A
blind man in a dark room looking for a black hat which isn't there.- OWATONNA, Minn. insulated window with a
Charles S.C. Bowen.
(
- Roy Collette and 20-year guarantee and
Today's unusual signaling
brother-in-law
his
have mounted in a 225-pound
problem was sent to me by
been exchanging a pair of homemade steel ashtray
a reader from Santa Fe,
moleskin trousers every - and put under the
N.M. Beverly Terry
Christmas for 12 years, Christmas tree.
describes how her partner
Two years ago, Collette
wrapped in a traditional
Betty Lind Mead of the
way - but never in paper sent Kunkel the trousers
same city, found the only
welded inside a 600-pound
and ribbons.
effective signal to guide
safe
with red and green
-4 Beverly's lead against
This year Collette is
declatr.'s vulnerable sacripackaging the slacks in a stripes.
Kunkel, not about to be
ficte74„gert whs„,dupli6-foot-high industrial tire
otltdone,
cate aod scoring a two trick
sent the britches
filled with three tons of
set was of extreme impor'beck to Collette last yearconcrete.
tance.
in the glove compartment
It's not that Collette, of of a 1974 Gremlin. The
The bidding was spirited
Owatonna, and in-law
with both sides pushing their
SANTA CLAUS
out toys to the children at the Christmas dinner party Larry Kunkel of St. car, which had gone
distributional values to the
Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Charles, Ill., don't get 95,000 miles, had been
straining point. Six spades of the Welcome Wagon Club at
Nancy
Mehr, president, welcomed the members and their families and along. They're just crushed into a 3-foot
can be made by West at dou- Bank.
square of metal.
special
sponsors of Welcome Wagon. Each member brought a toy to the pranksters.
guests,
ble dummy by ruffing a club
Getting the pants out of
lead and crossing to the Murray Fire Department for their children's Christmas party. A meal was servIt all started 12 years the squashed car was
approximately
members
families.
their
ed
65
to
and
trump ace to finesse in
ago when Collette, a
the most miserable job
diamonds. Ace and a diatraveling salesman, of my life," Collette says.
mond ruff establishes the
received the skin pants
Collette brought the
suit and a spade to East's
from his mother. They "moldy" pants to a local
king limits North to only a
froze stiff when he wore cleaner, where they were
trump trick. Most Eastthem, so he gave them to stitched, cleaned, pressWest pairs scored a game in
Kunkel as a joke.
ed and readied for return.
the nine card diamond suit.
Kunkel wore the He picked up the inAgainst the seven club
sacrifice, West led the heart
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. moleskins a few times, dustrial tire from a comdecided he didn't like pany in Cedar Rapids,
ace and Betty Lind (East)
them either, and wrapped Iowa, last week.
had a .huge problem. She
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm so he can manage them for skin color.
them for Christmas and
The high-abrasion tire
reasoned that a 200 point
63 years old, 5ii-retired you. There are some disad- What causes this and is it gave them back to Col- is almost impossible
to
penalty would nqt compen- and in excel
health vantages to lenses on thP
sate her side for their game except for cata ts in both eyes in relation to various something to be concerned lette. Since then, the cut, and even if Kunkel
about?
trousers have been manages to slice it open,
or slam - how to assure a eyes. My doctor suggested activities.
two trick set?
surgery. My vision is deteri- You could go the contact DEAR READER - It is twisted, stuffed, baled, he'll have 6,000 pounds of
If she discouraged a dia- orating very fast. I've had lens route counting on con- tempting, but often a crated, placed inside an concrete on his hands.
mond lead by playing her numerous lens corrections in tinued improved products. mistake, to think something
deuce or ace on West's lead the past three years. They But later, if you then wanted you have done or are doing
causes changes that occur at
of the heart ace, how was last about three to four an implanted lens inside the the same time
West to know that gast months and I need a change eye, you would have to have
another operation.
couldn't ruff a second heart again.
lead? Had West led a second The doctor suggested I To brief you on the cataheart, there would have could go three ways: 1)thick ract problem I am sending
been no ruff and declarer glasses, 2) "soft" cataract you The Health Letter 13-6,
would lose no spade trick. • lenses or 3) the implant Your Cataracts Are Coming.
can send 75 cents
East found an answer by method. He suggested the Othersa long,
stamped, selfwith
implant.
discarding her spade king Needless to say I'm addressed envelope for it to
and West read her intentio_ns_concerned. Any information me, in care of this newspaaccurately. The spade aceor suggestions you might per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
was duly cashed and down have will be appreciated.
City Station, New York, NY
500 produced a very fine DEAR READER - Life 10019.
score. •
is a series of choices and on DEAR DR. LAMB - I
12-21-A
NORTH
such highly technical deci- have been having some elecLargest
•Q 10 5
sions you need expert advice trolysis work done on my
119K.111
eye
from
familiar
doctor
an
Selection
upper lip. This has been
•K 5
with your case to make the going on for nine years. Now
,J 11 5 3
West Ky.
In
right choice.
I have noticed that my upper
EAST
WEST
for
first
to
settle
point
The
lip, between my nose and lip,
•K 96 4
•A J 8 7 2
certain is whether your dete- looks white all the time I
V- - - VA 1076
•A Q J 1098642 riorating eyesight is from feel it has something to do
•3
the changes in your lenses, with the veins because, when
4) to 4 2
the cataracts or other eye I overexert in hot weather
SOUTH
ALLPAPES
If you have disease and my face flushes, my
disease.
41
ALLPAPER
retinal
at
the
screen
the
of
except
over
•Q95432
face is red all
back of the eye, removing that portion of my upper lip
3594 Lem Oak Rd.
•- - - the cataracts may not be the The electrolysis operator
4AKQ974
LONE OAK PLAZA
Vulnerable: North-South whole answer.
has never encountered this
PADUCAH, KY.
glasses
The
cause
thick
bidding
Dealer: East. The
before and does not know
the greatest distortion of why it happened I have
1-6 11011-SAT
girth
Smith Wed t
F.4nt
images. That will create friends who had this work
2110
512-154-0160
l•
i
10
some problems. The contact done without the change in
4
44
144
24
lenses, soft or hard, cause
All
rmi
74
pa, very little distortion because
they are directly on the eye.
Opening lead Heart ace
That works better for people'
Bid with The Aces
ANNOUNCING!
who can use them Thel
implants eliminate the pro
Jean (Turner) Bird is now joining the staff
South holds 12-21-B
lem of regular care that
Evelyn's Beauty Salon. Bock from
at
with
lenses.
contact
goes
•A .187 2
I'm encouraged by some
1114107h
Louisville, Jean invites old friends and proof the newer advances with
•3
spective ones to call for a New Years Ap•104 2
long-wear soft contact
pointment.
And
lenses.
will
there
be
Nardi Saudi
I.
continued improvements in
14
1 Ni'
these. The amount of regula
99' Special for Kids
ANSWER:Two hearts care is greatly - dimin
Evelyn's Beauty Salon
Looking for the safest part with these and may well
Central Shopping Conran
733-2311
wednesdey 11A141 1010141
score or even a possible within the time frame
regular visits to your
game

HEALTH

Cataract questions

Wallpaper

700
Patterns
In Stock

WE'RE BEAMING
WITF+

VV

Jay
and the Rev
Brigham, member, of the
local wilt of The Salvation Army.
Over 400 kits were sent
to Murray These also
will be given to those persons receiving • meal
from the Meals on Wheels
service to the elderly
Funds from the local
Salvation Army fund are
used to help needy persons in the area
Any person desiring to
donate to the local Salvation Army fund may send
a contribution to Wilma
Billington. treasurer,
Bank of Murray, Murray.
Ky. 43071

arms

Babbles From Bobbie

"NORMAN ROCKWELL COUKTAKES"

The magic of Piormon Rockwell 3 olive today
with the growing number of collectable pieces
ovoilable on the market.
Mr. Rockwell% career was launched at the 09, of
12, when his first Saturday Evening Post cover viewed in 1916.
Some of his work can be found among the most
-eixoduced paintings in the world being one of
Anwrico's most famous and popular artists. it's
surprising that most people hove never wen an
original Rockwell pointing Reproductions have
mode him the favorite of the day
....ft9c6190$ wart.“.11.0.fPkon4 on P43111
puzzles, stomps, medals, coins, ornaments. steins
and bowls. Most popular however, are the
figurines.
A series of 17 Norman Rockwell inspired
figurines were first sculpted and exported by the
W. Goebel company in 1 963. Only twelve of the
models were actually mode and offered for sole
These were sold out by 1966. The Gorham company began production in 1972 followed by Dove
GrossmOn's Designs in 1973.,With these three motor distributor's the Rockwell collection has become
quite reknowned.
The artistic work of Rockwell portrays reel people at the moment of some emotional peok , and
this insight has brought him vast acclaim.
Everyone loves Rockwell on anything and as we
have noted, collecting his pieces is a new and exciting hobby. As long as there ore spotted dogs.
pipe smoking grandpa's and pig tailed little giris
he won't ever be forgotten.
Whatever pieces you decide to collect, be aware
of defining marks and certificates of authenticity
Rockwells ore a valuable collection as well as being
treasured heirlooms
"If roe bees reemeeets sr
wrestiews, we world appreciate bemire frees me."

The Showcase
121 Ily Pees
753-4541

4APPINESS
OVER YOUR

PATRONAGE) ;
•

ALL
DISCOUNTED

quarters in New York
with the local unit only
having to pay for postage
They arrived at the
Parker Popcorn Co ,
signed by Groover
Parker, a member of the
Army unit.
Members of the Young
Women's Group of the
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
volunteered to wrap each
of the gifts. The paper
was donated by Hallmark
Company and was sent
from New York free of
charge.
Monday afternoon the
gifts were delivered by
Euple Ward, chairman,

20% OFF
Storewide
All
Dresses
All
Coats
One Rack
Sportswear

/
12

OFF

'A
½P'.
OFF

This Week Only
Town & Country

Dross Shop
DI:Weed Center, Chestnet St.
753-834S
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Tuesday,Dec.21
Tuesday, Dec. 21
Tuesday,Dec. n
Free potluck and
Alcoholics Anonymous for Girls will meet at 7
Christmas dance will be
will meet at 8 p.m. at p.m. at lodge hall.
at 6:30 p.m. at Lynn
western portion of
Grove Roller Rink.
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Retires of Local 1068
(JAW -CIO-AFL and
families will have a
potluck supper and
Christmas party at 5:30
p.m. at First Christian
Church.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, & Mt. Dew
in Kroger's Ad in Monday,
December 20 Ledger & Times
should have been:

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Singles Classis
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Chugh of Christ.
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.

Wednesday,Dec. 22
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Youth will present program and the Rev. Eddie
Young will show slides of
Holy Land at 7 p.m. at
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.

Senior Citizens Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Live nativity scene will Douglas Centers and
be shown in front of First from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
United Methodist Church Ellis Center.
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Live Nativity Scene
will be shown from 6:30 to
Westside Baptist 6:30 p.m. in front of First
Church will have a United Methodist Church.
potluck prior to the
The brown pelican
prayer service at 7 p.m.
scoops fish and seawater
throat
Memorial Baptist into its large
water
the
lets
It
pouch.
Church will have a
swallows
then
out,
drain
potluck
church-wide
fellowship meal with in- the fish.
ternational students as
guests at 6 p.m.

Friendship Sunday
School Class of Westside
Baptist Church will meet
Story Hour at Calloway
at 7 p.m. at home of Sheri
Public Library
County
Ross.
will be at 9:30 a.m.
Westside Baptist
Puppet Show by
Children's Chorus will
Baptist Church
Memorial
present a program at 5
will be at 3
p.m. at Calloway Public Puppeteers
p.m. at Calloway County
Library.
Public Library.

reading grey
CAROL RETOLD — A fourth
A
Lowe'a class at Carter Elementary Center re-lived days of old with the play of
Charles Dickens. The group promoted their play to the fourth gradersd=
Christmas celebration week at Carter. Shown,from left, are Helen G
sister of Tiny Tim, Amy Thornton, Tiny Tim, Heather Hughes, Mother, Kathy if
Stockton, ghost,and Josh Johnson,Scrooge.

Martha Ails speaks at recent sorority meeting
names of the top 10 on the
Best Seller List as well as
some local favorites.
The speaker was introduced by Sue Smith,
program chairman.
Mrs. Alls said a book is Joyce Nurrially, chapter
Martha Ails from the
Book Mark was the guest one of the best buys today president, presided.
speaker. Her subject was as gifts and gave the
Refreshments were
served by Wanda Miles
and Ms. Smith.
"Literature and Its Effect On Us." She told
about some of the traditional and some new
ideas in books.

The Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi met Thursday, Dec.
2, at 7:30 p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center.

sent were Chris Loftis,
Patsy Carrico, Jo 'Ann
Mathis, MarY Ann Barrow, Beth Aidarns, Kristi
Washam, Pam Curd,
Debbie Miller, Debbie
Villaflor, Dribble Woods,
Martha Ryah, Debbie
Pardue, Brenda Jones,
Peggy Shoemaker, Donrista
na Maynatd,

LSON JEWELE

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
a

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PRE•CHRIST„
SALE.A.TH0N1

.' Vq-111C
r V"""'
.
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.
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DIAMONDS YOU CAN BE SURE OF...VALUE YOU CAN BEUEVE IN! 1
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5 p.m.
NIGHTS TIL 8 p.m.
Free Gift Wrapping

All Diamonds and Rubles
All Diamonds and
Saphires

For The Particular Mon
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Now $395
Now $895
1 Full Garai was $3000 Now $1,995

We even discount the name brands
Now that's HONEST value(

SEACEMAK.ER.
MICROWAVE OVEN
Breathtaking cluster
shows off ten
diamonds

ExquisiLe
diamond solitaire
to make an engagement
extra special

Brilliant diamonds
and superb styling
make this ring
something special

Breathtaking
ladles' dinner ring
catches compliments

1/8 CARAT
VALUES UP TO $350
Your choice$

ONLY I

We sell Quality

Diamonds at honest
riscount prices...
That's real value!

BY GENERAL ELECTRIC

Stunning
diamond cluster
shows off the

Superb
diamond pendant
shows off your
good taste

1/4CARAT
VALUES UP TO $550

TOUCH CONTROL
MICROWAVE
COOKING!

401

.
4
t. 4

Twin clusters
make this ring a
diamond &earn

Handsome gents' ring
for the man who s
going places ..--

Lovely Ladies
cluster
Nineteen -diamonds
sparkles with Nine
grace this
diamonds
lovely cluster

A gorgeous cluster
of diamonds
creates a
galaxy of gramour

1/2CARAT

Breathtaking stones
and superb styling
make this ring
a favorite

Stunning favorite

Lovely ladies
diamond cluster
sparkles with
sheer brilliance

FIRST TIME EVER!
50% OFF

ONLY899

9

)
C -VA

diiiii125

Three rows of
diamondt
grace this
elegant design

Only $899
and daring design
make a statement
of elegance
Only Me

IA super

Seven
breathtaking diamonds
make this ring a

Your choice

,1

ROLEX *14'

DIAMOND SOUTAIRES

(SELECT GROUP)

CONCORD,

Aultesastis
Iltesittles Osatroi—
Ne ilemairerlt
Iltlartersviagl

OCITIZEN

The Micro-

Thermometertemperature probe
measures interneJ
food temperature
and automatically
este power levels

SEIKO°

needed to 000k meat
and poultry to
desired finished
temperature

WE'RE THE BIGGEST...BECAUSE WE'RE THE BEST!
BIG DIAMOND TFN't

.ON

NF-,, i? •

DOWAI T

N kr CA''

A i-i

r••

WI OAKS MALI

K041:PGAY

- NV! If

Special Christmas

(- AIR° UNIT'''.

sm • II d•poslt ho s your purchase
till Christmas
• All Bank Cards Accepted
• New Accounts Welcome
Charge your purchase
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY HOURS, 10:00-6,00 &10:00-8-00 FRIDAY &SUNDAY 1:00-5:00 on our E-Z Pay Gold Account

Auto Roast cooks to pre-set
temperature automatically—
even switches power levels as
needed. Cook Code'" oontrof
provides short-cut programming. Solid-state electronie
touch controls; clot* and digital readout Cooke by tune or
temperature Hold/Timer
provides no-heat holding
period or acts as a kitchen
timer. 10 Power Levels. Exte461
wide oven capacity. Cooktop
light and 2-speed exhaust Ow.
Microwave Guide & Cookbodk
included.

er

Prices teseter

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRlY
•
*Ai, Kiwis!) COY sad 1011101

' 71
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MERRY CHRISTMAS.
..
JIM

JI111

CLOSED DEC. 25
CHRISTMAS
DAY

7 A.M.to 6 P.M.

$0
SO THAT OUR EMPLOYEES MAY
SPEND THE HOLIDAY WITH THEIR
FAMILIES AND FRIENDS I

VA MOONVI flU SW TO
UNIOV WAWA= AND COACT
11100415

OPEN DEC.26
SUNDAY
10-6

METZGER
DRY CURED

KRAFT•SALAD DRESSING

FRESH BAKING

MIRACLE
WHIP 32 oz.
_ UMIT ONE —

ADAMS

FROM ALL THE EMPLOYEES AT

—NO WATER ADDED—

HAM

POUND

CLIFTY FARMS• WHOLE

SMOKED

2 FREE...

COUNTRY
HAM

Lb $ 1 99

SLICED FREE

COUNTRY HAMS
— alFTY FARMS —

CLIFTY FARMS
1/4

SLICED
COUNTRY
HAM

WHOLE

Lb

$2

REGISTER EACH TIME
YOU VISIT THE STORE I

9

DRAWING TUESDAY,DEC. n

2 LUCKY WINNERS —
e

• 1 LB. BAG

MAXWELL HOUSE

2:14

KRAFT • 10 07
REGULAR or MINIATURE

- FRESHL1KE • 16 07

CUT
BROCCOLI

COFFEE

- liar!)
ME 1 !CF R • DRY(

SLICED
SMOKED
IGA • Vv,th P.

PICNICS

SMOKED

iJp

HAM

SELF -BASTING

TURKEY

SHANK PORTION

139

freshness and qualify mat is guarantee°.

EMPEROR
RED GRAPES
'
-1'
3

BONELESS
SYEVV MEA?
WILLIAMS
2Lb. SAUSAGE

"

Lb

$1$9
$329

U.S. CHOICE
CUBE
STEAK ...La.$7
2 9
CENTER CUT
PORK
9
-se CHOPS.... $21Lb.

99;
•

176 SI

CALIFORNIA

LARG
TANGERINE

MIX or MATCH

WASHINGTON STATE

BELL PEPPERS
CUCUMBERS
GREEN ONIONS
RADISHES

RED or GOLDEN
DELICIOUS

NAVEL
ORANGES

APPLES

89; 6
For
FRESH•II OZ.

PHILADELPHIA
CREAM CHEESE

25 LB. DOG
FOOD

YELLOW

CAULIFLOWER.

DEL MONTI• 11 01.

CHEDDAR or COLBY
CHEESE

SEEDLESS
RAISINS

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CORN
c

ONIONS

RED RIPE

FRESH

TOMATOES

Lb.

79'

1 00

4 Lb.$

COCONUTS

La 694

894

$139

KRAFT• FULL MOON • 1402.

GOLDEN

TENDER • SNO-WHITE

$0199
u• V

KRAFT•1 OZ.

DIAMOND LARGE $ il 59
ALNUTS. 16 OZ. .

1

MUSHROOMS

$799

REELFOOT•OLD FASHIONED
SLICED BOLOGNA .. 16 Oz.
REELFOOT•1602.
DINNER
$159
FRANKS
KRACKUN • CHUNK

59!

Dozen

IGA•3L11.
CANNED HAM
U.S. 0401C1
BONELESS
RIB EYE STEAK

For

$248

DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW AND

$389

$ 1 49
PURE VEGETABLE•3 LB.

PEPSI
8 pack 16 oz.

1 CRISCO
SHORTENING

19189
Phis Bottles
or Deposit

Unlit Ono

FRESH
S N

NO lb SIZE
CRIsP

CELERY

IDAHO
POTATOES

SWEET
POTATOES

99 F.,
LIPTON • FAA/111 Y

BLACKBERRY
PRESERVES

149

BROCCOLI

99c

Lb
Ba q

18 0Z
KRAFT
SEEDI ESS or SEEDED

TENDER

SIZE

TEA
BAGS

DEl MONTE
BIG 29 OZ CAN

PEACHES

24 Coont

1169

89c

Thursday
Dec.23rd
JIM ADAMS WILL REDEEM YOUR MANUFACTURER'S COUPONS AT DOUBLE THE FACE
VALUE.
COUPONS NOT TO EXCEED 50' FACE VALUE.
NO COUPONS ON TOBACCO, OR DAIRY PRODUCTS.
Limit Owe Gape;Po Item
NO FREE COUPONS.
As Specified
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Lakers play for championship

Free throws lift Lakers,87-71
By JIM RECFOR
Sports Editor
PRINCETON, Ky. —
When talking about his
Calloway County Lakers
there's one subject that's
taboo to Jack Pack —
free throws.
He doesn't like discussing one of the more obvious assets of his 5-3
cagers, preferring to
write off the subject with
as little said as possible.
"Free throws are all
concentration and
psychological anyway.
They're all in the mind.
I've always felt that the
less said about free
throws, the better."
Pack usually gives his
team a free hand when it
comes to shots at the
charity stripe, letting his
Lakers stand alone when
it comes to learning about
shooting pressure shots.
He says there's no surefire way to instruct free
throw shooting, but if someone comes up with one
"he'll make a million
dollars," Pack insists.
Somehow the Laker
strategy of hands off has
paid off.
Monday in the opening
round of the Caldwell
County Invitational Tour-

nament the Lakers
visited the line 45 times
against Lyon County.
On 33 of those visits
they walked away with
smiles and at the end of
the game the entire team
was pleased with an 87-71
victory. Tonight the
Lakers vie for the tournament championship
against Caldwell County,
a 77-54 victor over Heath
Monday.
Guard Craig Darnell
and Jeff Garrison, senior
forward, were the leading
linemen for the county —
Darnell hitting 8 of 9 at
the stripe and Garrison 10
of 12.
The pair were also the
game's leading scorers
with Darnell hitting 12
field goals for 32 total
points and Garrison collected 22. Keith Lovett
was the other double-digit
scorer for Calloway with

14 and Pack praised Jeff
Butterworth for a good
floor game with six
points, four assists and
three steals.
The 45 trips to the line
spelled the difference for
Calloway although the
Lyons were equally successful in their free visits.
As a team, Lyon County
picked up 19 points in 22
attempts.
The Lyons kept the
game close until midway
through the final period
when the Lakers located
a hot streak. During a
four-minute stretch
Calloway didn't miss a
shot including three field
goals and 10 straight free
throws.
Butterworth started the
streak with a pair of free
shots and moved
Calloway within one, 5859. When he finally missed a free throw 4:15 later,
his team had already
reeled off 16 points and
led by a comfortable 7267.
Another 5-0 scoring
stretch erupted after Butterworth's miss and the
Lakers were never
threatened in the final
minutes.
Pack was able to clear

his bench as the team
won its' second straight.
The Laker skipper said
the free throws made the
difference Monday, but
the excessive number of
trips to the line didn't surprise him.
"We're going to shoot a
lot of free throws all year
long," he said. "It's all
part of our game plan.
Our offense is geared to
take it to the bucket and
when you do that one of
three things is bound to
happen — you score, someone fouls you or you
run over somebody. But
I'm satisfied no matter
what because if a mistake
is made it least it's a
positive one.
"We feel we have to
take it to people to win.
We're not big enough to
sit back and wait for
them to bring the game to
us.',

at Caldwell Coargy
CALLOWAY(10
Darnell 12 Pi 32, Butterworth 2 2-4 6,
Skinner 2 1-2 5, Garrison 6 10-12 22,
Lovett 5 4-4 14, Duncan 0 3-4 3, Anderson
0 3-1 3, Sheridan 0 1-2 1 Team totals 27 3345 87
LYON MUM(n)
Doom 2 0-0 4, Kidd= 3 0-0 4, Greene
3 0-0 4, Buchanan 1 04 3, Creekmur 13-4
5, Sutton 5 3-4 13, Brown 5 74 17
Freeman 5 4-4 14, Copeland 2 2-2 6
Team totals — X DM 71.
Halftime — Lyon NI, Calloway 32,
•
•

I n The True
Vite-VVisla_YQu

night before

The Very Best...
ttnas.• •

'Along With Our

...A truly enchanted
timefor us to say,
lusope yours is a rely
wonderful holiday.
Enjoyr

Thanks:

From The Staff Of

P.N. HIRSCH CO.

Westview Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th

753-1304

An

4

INTERCO Company

MONEY
MARKET
CHECKING ACCOUNT
8.160%

KEEP AWAY — Lyon County guard Shannon Greene (20) keeps his distance against Calloway Cotinkra
Craig Darnell. The swift Laker defender made two steals in Monday's holiday tournament game and -led
team with 32 points. Tonight Darnell and the Lakers play for the Caldwell County Invitational
,
when they play host Caldwell at 8p.m.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Miller points to Saturday victory.
as turning point in Tiger season
Murray High's Tigers
bounced back from a Friday loss at Calloway
County to record a 66-63
decision over host Trigg
County Saturday night.
The Tigers, now 4-3,
have alternated winning
and losing all season but
MRS coach Cary Miller
says the. poem may be connected on free throws
in the dosing...minutes
"I think'We're-going to*
TiCY bekeLs
improve from here on in. by senior center Jim
The loss to Calloway West.
showed us we have a lot
West and Al Wells were
of work to do and Satur- the top scorers for MHS,
day night we made up our West tagging 17 and Wells
minds to start playing 19.
together as a team,"
Trigg had the two hotMiller said.
test scorers, however, as
Along with pulling his E. Vinson came off the
team together, Miller bench to shade everyone
made a few lineup ad- with 26 points and senior
justments, including star- center Tony Redd colting junior Roger Dunn at lected 21.
the point.
Vinson was Trigg's
Dunn responded with zone-buster against the
six early points to help his Tigers' 2-3 alignment and
team launch an 18-9 he almost rallied his
beginning. He ended the team to a come-fromnight with nine total and behind upset with his 13
"ran the offense very field goals. Trigg trailed
well," according to by as much as 11 at one
Miller.
point.
The Tigers weren't out
Miller was satisfied
of the woods until they with his team's tur-

naround and he pointed to
the Saturday win as a springboard to better things.
"We've made some
changes. We're going to
run more now. We've said
from the beginning we'll
be a different team after
Christmas.
"It's not after Christmas yet, but this is
wher4i it's all going to
start. We've got the
Campbellsville tournament coming up (Dec. 2729) and we're going to go
up there with every intention of winning the whole
thing," Miller said.
The Tigers will participate in the three-day
holiday competition
although their first game
won't be until the second
night. Murray takes on
Grant County in the 7
p.m. game Dec. 28 while

SAN DIEGO
Negotiations
free agent first
Steve Garvey

(AP) —
between
baseman
and San

-24 Hour Wrecker Service
Day -753-5273-753-0133
Night - 753-3338 - 753-1833 - 753-5180
ONE CALL WILL DO IT ALL!

1. Earn High Money Market Rates.
2. Low $2,500 Minimum Balance.
3. Federally Insured Deposit Up To $100,000.
4. Convenient Check Writing Feature.

0172E 9E11-cal
'
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LENDER
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"Large enough to be strong, yet small enough to be friendly."

•

•t mar woo.=

..•..

at Trigg County
MURRAY(0)
McCuiston 8, Wagner 6, Wells 19,
Parks 0, West 17, Rutledge 4, Dunn 9,.
Johnson 3. Team totals —27 347 66.
TRIGG COUNTY(0)
Redd 21, Tooke 0, Howell 2, Humphrks 7, Turnley 1, Wharton I, Vinson
X. Team totals — 30 3-8 63.
Halftime — Murray 37, Trigg X.

Diego Padres President
Ballard Smith have
reached the "critical"
stage, says Jerry Kapstein, the player's agent.
Kapstein met with
Padres President Ballard
Smith Monday night
amid indications the two
parties were near agreement after weeks of protracted negotiations.
"We're making some
real progress, but there
are things that won't get
done tonight," Smith said
late Monday.
Said Kapstein: "We've
covered significant
ground and made reg
progress." Kapstein addl
ed that he expects a decision "by the close of
business" today.
Meanwhile, it was
learned that the San
Francisco Giants have
altered their contract offer for the second time M
three days in a final
tempt to land Garvey4
who turns 34 Wednesday.
The third National
League team trying to
sign Garvey, the Chicago
Cubs, are standing firm
and have not changed
their contract proposid;
according to Kapstein. '

If the balance falls below minimum, the rate decreases
to the regular NOW Account rate of 5.25%.

Murray Branch
1201 Main St.
759-16.30

Semifinal action k Dec.
29, has the winners of The
first night playing at 1
p.m. and the winners of
the second night playing
at 4 p.m. The championship game will be at 9:30
p.m.

Garvey,San Diego
keep negotiating

Thru Dec.

:
4AV-1W:5-AND L(JATT/MUCIATION

Taylor County and McCreary Central spare off
in the 9 p.m. contest the
same night.
The first games will be,
Spencer County against
host Campbellsville (7
p.m., Dec. 27) and'
Washington County
against Boone C,oulty
the nightcap.

w •VD IN•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
Free Estimates If Work Is
Done In Our Shop

Kapstein is reportedly
seeking a five-year, 0million contract for
Garvey. All three clubs
are believed to have
made offers in excess of
$6 million.
Garvey, selected by
nine teams in
reentry draft,
MP a
free ascot after 12 years
with the !lodgers. He rejected a reported contract offer of $5 million
over four years.
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Passing, passing and more passing helps Chargers win
4

DIEGO (
) —
rterback Dan Fouts
Yit the San Diego
ars spent the last 11
doing a slow burn
ati bitter loss to Cinin the "Ice Bowl."
'This was a very emotional game. We came in
ith revenge on our
"Fouts said after
Chargers stormed
ast 'Cincinnati 50-34
night in a recordspectacular.
red
: Unofficially, three Naomi! Football League
SO

Attiz

marks and seven team
records fell during the
onslaught that produced
Uhl total yards in offense.
Consider some of the
numbers:
—Fouts, with 435 yards
through the air, became
the first NFL quarterback to pass for more
than 400 yards in two consecutive games.
—The 66
completinsby
both teams
bettered
by one the record San
Diego and San Francisco

Chargers 50, Bengali 34
set 10 days ago in a 41-37 broke Lance Alworth's
shootout won by the club record with 260
Chargers.
yards in receptions and
—San Diego wide running back James
receiver Wes Chandler Brooks scored three

touchdowns and monied
his first ))411-yard rushing
day.
"We're a gambling
defenses and when yes
gamble," said Banish
Coach Forrest Gregg,
"sometimes you get
burned."
A steady wave of blitzing had helped the
Bengal. beat the
Chargers twice last
season, by a 46-17 scare
during the regular season
and 27-7 in the American
Conference champion

lbuquerque Cowboy'retires from racing
y MULE HARRIS
ihioterspikta Writer
bby Unser, the
wbone tough "Albuuerque Cowboy" who
three Indianapolis
and established a
tation as a give-noracer, says he
drive no more.
The elder brother of
e Indy winner
Unser, made his anouncement Monday in
ackson, Mich., which is
e headquarters for U.E.
'Pat" Patrick, the man
or whom Unser was to
drive in 1983.
Although Unser, who
will be 49 in February,
spent the 1982 season as
team manager for
youthful Indy-car driver
Josele Garza and didn't
drive one competitive
mile, his retirement was
unexpected. It had been
announced only last
month that he would join
two-time Indy winner
Gordon Johncock on
Patrick's racing team.
"If Was a decision arrived at by my family and
me," the emotional
veteran said. "And it was
the hardest decision I've
ever made.
"I was real excited
about driving for my good
friencli, team owner Pat
Patrick and team.
manager Jim McGee.
However, last Wednesday, Dec. 15, my entire
family and some ofouy
closest friends came to
me and asked me to
reconsider. The
substance of what they
said was that after all I
had accomplished, why
continue with so little to
gain and so much to lose.
"For the first time, I
realized that I had been
thinking only of Bobby
Unser and perhaps it was
time to think about my
family. For the first time
in 35 years of racing, I

Walker
caught
speeding
GREENSBORO, Ga.
AP — After a Greene
County policeman flagged down Heisman Trophy
winner Herschel Walker
for speeding, five other
county residents wanted
to cover the $35penalty.
Greene County High
School football Coach
Tom Temple said the offer was withdrawn when
the group was told such a
Sift could endanger the
amateur status of the AllAmerica college football
tailback.
Walker, who will lead
tap-ranked Georgia in the
Sugar Bowl against No. 2
Penn State on Jan. 1, apparently was headed
back to the Athens campus early Sunday when
his car was stopped by an
officer.
The junior rushing sensation had attended a
"Herschel Walker Day"
parade and award
ceremony Saturday in his
hometown of
Wrightsville, Ga.
After being cited for
driving 17 mph over the
55-mph speed limit,
Walker posted a $35 cash
bond.

Bauer upsets
Pfister, 7-5,6-2
ADELAIDE, Australia
(AP)— Mike Bauer upset
his top-seeded American
countryman, Hank
,Pfister, 74, 6-2, Monday
in an opening-round
match of the $75,000 South
Australian men's open
tennis'championship.

agreed to let my family
decide."
Unser took the nondriving job with the Garza team after becoming
embittered over the controversy surrounding the
last of his 35 Indy-car victories, the 1981 Indianapolis 500. He beat
Mario Andretti to the
finish line in that race,
but the next morning was

dropped by second,
behind Andretti, when
race officials penalized
him a lap for illegal passing while coming out of
the pits during a caution
period.
It was nearly six months later when, after a
series of protests and appeals, the victory was
returned to Unser by a
special U.S. Auto Club

panel which ruled be did
indeed break the rule, but
that the penalty was improperly applied. Instead
of losing a lap, Unser and
the Penske Team, for
which he drove at that
time, were fined $40,000.
Unser, who won national driving championships in 1968 and 1974, is
third on the all-time victory list in Indy-car rac-

Mg, trailing only A.J
Foyt and his brother, Al.
He won his first Indy 500
in 1968 and did it again m
1975.
Unser is the first of the
group of drivers in their
40s — including Foyt, Al
Unser, Johneock, Johnny
Rutherford and Andretti
— who have dominated
Indy-car racing for the
past 20 years, to retire.

at CincuinaU. when
But the Magna lift
Ow wind-chill factor ski4 came when the Cluttsers
dad to 50 degrees below erupted tar IS points in
sera
the Brat five minutes of
This time, Fouts and the third quarter
the Chargers were ready
for the Arabia
An 13-yard dnve, cap
"They blitzed real ef- pod by Chuck Muncie's 1fectively to begin the yard run, tied the game
game, but than we hurt at 34-24 Twenty two
them real badly twice in a seconds Later. defensive
row
said Fouts. who and Gary "Big Hands"
completed a modest 11 of Johnson sacked Chiclelipasses in the first half nab quarterback KIN1
for 116 yards. He finished
25 of 40 as the Chargers
upped their record to 5-2
with their fourth victory
in a row. Cincinnati, now
5-2, had a four-game winning streak mapped.
Trailing 34-14 vrith 1:39
remaining in the second
quarter, the Chargers
gave a glimpse of what
was to come in the second
half
After Fouts put San
Diego in range with gains
of 27, 15 and 14 yards during a four-play drive, Rolf
Benirschke booted a 43yard field goal with no
time remaining to trim
the Bengal lead to seven
points.

Andersen ter•sataly
Twelve seconds hiss%
Fouts hit niendier ad a
Ihyard scaring plow, lacrasa,.the hod ha Wt
Ri ooks, who thilsbod
with NS yards an It ear
rise, had TD runs mar
ing 17. 41I and ant yard.
Anderaos. who had 1117
yards passing at hatitisne
on 27 oi 35 attempt& ended apwsthlllyard.wiIS
of SI attempt&

1

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

SCOREBOARD
.41Mib

Hendon's Service Station

'
•

Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Trachtion

0144

;31
‘4
Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles —
WP

Do

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

200 N 101

EA Iwo

Cloth bucket seats, cruise tilt power win
dows, power door locks rear de/099e1.
AM FM tape sunroof. wheels

tarrf-IM

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
CONVENIENT DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW

DWAIN TAYLOR

Ti's BAR-B
-U
7534045

T
1.1ES.m.n
64
HEVRO
C17
753-26
Xikt

MOW SI Morrn

MON 11:21*

High School Polls
The Top Fifteen teams in the Kentucky Associated Press boys high
school basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, records and total
pouts_
6-0 215
1 Male 13
54 301
2 Lex Henry Clay 1 ,
6-1 171
3 Laurel Co
4-0 195
4.Shelby Co
127
114
1
I
Co
5 Carlisle
8-2 116
6.Lex. Bryan Station
9-3 95
7 Warren Central
6-2 99
I.L.x.TatesCreek

College Poll

/3-0
7-0
$-0
7.0
7-0
64

*cMvTor Ckisaus prtiss & help yor lir* is the
'low year Oaliii br-I4, Slaw talui km.

Pnclue 95, Evanavillelll
Monday's College Basketball Scores
Tennessee St. 56,SW Mimed 41
EAST
Wisconsin 51, N. Olisiabila
American U. 61, Randolph-Macon 56
SOUTIMIMIT
Dist. of Columbia 116, Virginia St_ 98
Lamar 56, Rice 49
Princeton 46, Colgate 36
Oklahoma City 85, NW Illawart 14
St. Francis, N.Y. 59, Canisius 53
Southern Methodist 16, Southwestern,
SOUTH
Texas M
Alabama 811, Texas Southern 56
Texas-El Paso V,Regis 59
Ala.-Birmingham 116, St. Louis 47
FAR Mtn
Alabama St. 77,N. Carolina AtiT 70
Arizona 111, N. arisen 13
Auburn 115, FL. International 77
$4,E.
St.
Bone
Wouniegton 75
Centenary 81, Louisiana Coll. 62
Cal Poly.&013,CoIL et Santa Fe 52
E. Tennessee St. II, Radford 61
Denver V,Adams 81. 56
George Mason 71, Brooklyn Coll_ 40
Idaho 17. MkIwatern,Tens 51
Mercer 63, N.C.-Greensboro 52
Lung Beach St. 91, New Mexico 96
Rider 64, Citadel 35,0?
Loyola, Cadif. III, Colorado St II
S. Alabama 101, Roosevelt 110
St.
Mary's,Odd.V.SIaolalans81. ai
fisutiariarion 714 assni1670
•
Ternmein Tech 716 YOUIWOWTIBL 74
uhicrape/j144krbligit'il
Tulane 71, Georgia St. 53
Totheisiaions
Virginia Tech 92, Appalachian St. 56
Made Giese-C30y Clank
Wake Forest 111, Drexel 10
Pint Round
MIDWEST
Oklahoma St 71, Michigan 76,0?
Butler 49,S.Ell.-Edwardinille 40
Toledo E. Vermont 55
Chicago St. 12, Kentucky St. 56
Cardisnl Varsity Club Chink
Detroit 66, Grand Valley St 52
Pint Round
Ind. St.-Evazurrille IS, Manchester 82
Louisiana Tech II, James Madison 61
Kansas 86, Alcorn St. 72
Ball St 116, Fairieigh Dickinson WI
Kansas St 49, Arizona St. 46
WoM Pack Clark
Minnesota 100, Marquette 66
Piret Round
Missouri 71, Tenn.-Martin 58
SW Louisiana al, Cal-Irvine 67
Nebraska 93, Mo. Western 43
Nev
71,
-Reno
Gan:tags 67
Northwestern 64, Angelo St 51

7.St. John's, N Y
8.Alabarna
9.Tennessee
10.Iowa
1 I.Georgetown
12.Arkarnas
13.Syractsie
14.Louisville
15.N.C. State
16.West Virginia
17.Nev-Las Vegas
18. V annoys
19.Houston
10.1U5s•

The AP Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in the
Associated Press college basketball
poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, records and total points. Points
based on 20-19-15-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-109-644-54-3-2-1 ,
1.Virginia 49)
2Kentucky 15)
3.UCLA
&Memphis St.
5.Indiana
6.Missouri

(1)
1977 Pontiac G.P.

College Basketball

National Football League
Ansaican Conference
W L T Pct. PF PA
557 192 156
LA, Raiders 6 1
714 173 140
5 2
Cincinnati
.714 137 114
5 2
Miami
190 115
714
2
5
N.Y. Jets
714 210 154
5 2
San Diego
.571 121
4 3
Buffalo
571 90 101
New England 4 3
571 130 Ill
4 3
Pittsburgh
429 99 131
3 4
Cleveland
429 104 112
3 4
Seattle
286 127 186
2 5
Denver
206 114 145
Kansas City 2 5
14306 190
1 6
Houston
.977 80 158
0 6
Baltimore
• • Nubia(coatroom
• • 'II 1 , ,.997171
Dallas
.997135 Ire
Washington 6 1
.714 170 136
5 2
Atlanta
.543 146 135
4 2
Green Bay
.571143 129
4 3
Minnesota
.571 111 121
4 3
St. LOWS
129
42913.
3 4
Detroit
.429 ft 127
New Orleans 3 4
.429 117 112
N.Y. Giants 3 4
.429 109 134
Tampa Bay 3 4
.286 54 In
2 5
Chicago
.286 143 149
Philadelphia 2 5
156 163 172
San Frncsco 2 5
143 153 196
The top eight teams in each
.
NOTE
conference will qualify or the playoffs.
Monday's Game
San Diego 50, Cincinnati 34
&only,Dec. 26
Cleveland at Houston
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Green Bay at Atlanta
New England at Pittsburgh
New York Giants at St. Louis
San Francisco it Kansas City
Seattle at Cincinnati
Washington at New Orleans
New York Jets at Minnesota
Baltimore at San Diego
Chic-ago at Los Angeles Rams
Denver at Los Angeles Raiders
Philadelphia at Dallas
Monday, Dec. 27
Buffalo at Miami

SIIIIPPEItS SPECIAL

BiyAPaiOfIar-B-QAedCeIAPIgIOI
Baked km At 112 Price.

Genera' Auto i'..polr•lone ups•Brosr •Shot6s•

Pro Football

•.x

1.075
1.010
932
420
857
752

5-0
6-0
6-1
6-2
5-0
6-0
7-1
4-0
8-0
5-0
3-2
6-2
5-1

0,1
us
5se
573
4g3
452
441
334
548
241
171
103
43

9 Lott Ballard
10 Clark Co.
11.0wensboro
12.Ft. Thomas Highlands
13.Lax. Lafayette
14.Greenup Co
15.Lou. Valley

3-1
4-0
4-2
3-I
7-1
7-1
4-1

The Top Fifteen thaine in the Kentucky Associated Press girls high
school basketball pal, with first-place
votes in parenthesis, records and total
poirits.
74 187
1War,'vnCee,tra17l
9-1 136
2.1ourel Co
3Betfry31
134 141
4-1 IX
4.Lou. Southern
5.Boone Co
9-2 134
II Marshall Co.
7-1 III
6-1 95
7.Wayne Co.
Whitesburg Ii
154 91
OS don Clark
9-3 71
5-2 74
10 Lox. Henry Clay
M
11.33helby Co
94 16
liAllen Co. III
2-4 311
LI.Lois Mercy
54 n
14.Ashland
(tie) Alia Cenral
n

Service Station
Hendon's Murray

This monodies sty* hooter, w111 its

753-1921

Since declared a Legal Holiday by Hon. John
Y. Brown, Governor of the State of Kentucky,
the following banks will be closed:
FRIDAY, December 24
Bank of Murray
Murray, Ky.

Peoples Bank
Murray, Ky.

Dees Bank of Hazel
Hazel, Ky.
Let us serve your

Christmas banking needs
early!

O
81
103
60
48
44
42

powerful
11,000 BTV boot ortpet, Is perfect fat bootimp
hops gross. Folly featured opitb battery
lion, sotety tie-off, ad lool poop. biros op
9, 17 boors per 2 lase took Maw Compiotely
portable — so iottollotioo rogoirod. *hoe
Pomp winded kw moo Mogi

Buy Now And
Receive A
FREE
Fuel Can &
Siphon Pump
We Have The Parts In Stock
To Service What We Sell
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Assorted
Styles
Reg. 19.94

Special
Selection

1 2°°

Sale

$

Men's Wool Shirts
17

_

Save 1.88
Liberty
Toddler
Overalls
.100% Cotton
'Features two front
pocket & two back
pockets
'Bib has zippered pouch
'Denim blue
'Sizes 1 2.3.4
()Reg 11.88

1

Men's
Two Piece
Reg. 35.88
Sale

Jog
Suit

Infant
Cordurcii
Overalls

Reg. 44.88

6 mos.-24 mos.
Reg. 10.88

Ladies
Full
Figured

Sale

Sweatsuits

$
Sale

Top Reg. 8.97
SRO()

Walls
Insulated Coveralls

Sale

•50% Poly, 50% cotton
•S. M, L. XL, short, reg.,
and tall lengths
•Black, olive and brown
duck
'No's 2480 & 2486

giff
Pants Reg 7 97

Sale

I VAWARLECOUPON""11
I I Ladies Choice
II
II
Deodorant
I 1
$ 11 52.
$1 51 •I
Sale

VAUJABLE COUPON,VALUABL
1I Make-Up Bag
I Dial Soap
I
Reg. 52`
•

42"II

Sale

Expires 12/26182

Reg 1 76

Reg. 1.875.1.

Expires 12/26/82

WAkMART

is our intention to have every advertised item in stock
WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It
item is not available for r Jrchase. Wei-mart wia issue a Rain
advertised
an
reason,
unforeseen
any
to
due
if
However
the sate Price whenever available, or will sell you a similar
check on request for the merchandise to be purchased at
the right to knot quantities
item at a comparable reduction in price We reserve
les',• VVal Pl1.1•1 Sells for

Less • Wet

Me, Sails fur Lass • Wal Mart Splis for

ass• V1,',0 Mart Sells for Less •Wei M

Expires 12/26182

WI
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12-26-82
4.1
L(i

Reg. 5.97
48 oz.(3 lbs.)

5 Shell

2f.1
#ss•
ys

Etagera
.10 111 x60

Save 2.12
Playskool
Bike
2 10 3½ Years
1
•1 /

•A ssembbs wittwout
tools
'No 5054

1244

'Ideal for a tots first bike
•No. 491
Reg. 13.84Só.$

estern
iirts

Reg. 26.86

$2417

Sale

ciaCtitefl

Lido
24 Piece
Beverage
Set
Reg. 8.97

Lace Priscella Curtains

Reg. 94.97
Sale

8

$1500

$

96x63 Reg. 16.96 Sale

$1700

Cedar Chest
'Natural cedar
*45"x20"x19"

88

$700
Sok

I/

:ZjI+cl
rityrys:11-IrTiirt i°
tr:
•No 19

96x81 Reg. 18.96 Sale

Portable Table Top Ironing Board
'Includes board Teflon cover & foam pod
*Compact for easy storage plastic tip legs
*No 1955 -

Toy
Chest
Reg. 28.43
Sale

Reg. 4.96 Sale

Quilted Bedspread

•Adjustable "sure grip" bottom holds waste basket
firmly in place
*Compartment for tissue box
•Asst. colors

Twin, Full or Queen
$
Reg. 19.96 Sale

it
uroy
aft
4 mos.
88

ill

Deluxe Waste Basket & Snack Tray

700

$1988

AFF1121W

RCA Sportable
12" Black
White T.V.
•100% Solidstate

The Foot
Fixer

Cheese *Deluxe welrut
finish 'One set VHF
fine tuning
*Fast warm-u0 picture
tube

ey Clairol
fIi Reg. Price
No Wait Rebate

Roses
Blanket
Fits Full
or Twin
60% Polyester
40% Acrylic
Reg. 5.86

1Your Cost

Extra Heavy Wooden Quilt Rack
Holds 3 Quilts

$2218

Reg. 24.64 Sale

I VALUABLE COUPOIVliml
I 1 Wal Mart Peanuts I 'Packaged Dishclothe
11

II
I

Reg. 1.87 16 oz.

1 51

soie$

I I

1101:MART -

Expires 12/2682

1I 1I

3/4"
Reg. 32.88
Sok

Reg. 1.00

I I

I I

Bat-kb-60-rd
Goal & Net

...80c

WA1:MART

Expires 12126/82

$2957
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Standard holiday poem looked at through golfer's eyei

0

• With
our sincere
thanks, we wish
happy holiday
season
to all,
!.,

BYRON's
PHARMACY
508 N 12th 753-2380

RIDGEFIELD, Conn.
(AP) — To the accompaniment of tossing,
turning and groaning
sounds from the grave of
Clement Clarke Moore:
'Twos the night before
Christmas, when all
through the bar,
Every golfer was stirring and guzzlng a jar.
The lockers were loaded with lots of good cheer.
In hopes that Jack
Nicklaus soon would be
there.
Our members asked
him to play for some
charity
And visions of birdies
increased their hilarity.
The pro in his plus
fours, and I in my cups
Had just ordered two
more and cried "bottoms
ups!"
When out on the ninth
green arose such a
racket,
I ran to the porch but
couldn't quite hack it.
A pair of old golf shoes

that I didn't see
Sent me head over double knits near the first
tee.
And what should my
bleary eyes see with a
start
But eight dwarfish caddies and a golden golf
cart.
At the wheel a blond
chauffeur with great
bearish paws,
I knew by his cardigan
it must be Nicklaus.
Much rarer than
eagles, his helpers they
came,
When Jack reached for
a scorecard and called
them by name:
Now Watson: Now
Weiskopf: now Palmer,
Trevino!
On Stadler! on Crenshaw! on Snead and
Vicenzio!
As a nine iron hit right
will loft toward the pin,
Just miss the deep
bunker and sometimes
get in,

mulligan
stew
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
So up on the clubhouse
those caddies they flew
With that cart full of
goodies and Jack
Nicklaus too.
As our members and
guests all gathered
around
Down the chimney
Jack Nicklaus came with
a bound.

He wore pastel slacks
— cerise or vermilion,
White shoes, yellow
sweater, he looked like a
million.
The Gucci golf bag that
hung from his back
Pronounced him a
champion — no local
hack.
A shy, modest smile
spread over his face
His aw shucks grin,
after scoring an ace.
With a wink of his eye,
Jack dug deep in his sack,
And handed out
presents to bring our
game back.
He spoke not a word but
unbagged in a trice,
A marvelous ointment
to cure hook or slice.
Next a magic mashie
with radar to the pin,
And a magnetized
niblick to help you chip
in.
All this and a putter
that just couldn't miss
And unlosable golf
balls, what more could

you wish?
Then Jack sprang to his
cart, gave his caddies a
holler,
And they all flew, like a
taxpayer's dollar.

But those gifts vanishNow, Virginia, 7ou see,
ed too, as without a word I'm quite thhattered
he
because
Interrupted my dreams
Though Itznoot.taire of
with a raucous Bronx bir- Santa, I know there is a
die.
Nicklaus.

Parents boost academiks
WINCHESTER, Ky
(AP) — A parents' group
trying to boost academics
at George Rogers Clark
High School is "the
greatest thing since Santa Claus," says a state
education official.
There may be no other
group in Kentucky quite
like it, according to Dr.
Donald Hunter, deputy
superintendent of public
Instruction in Frankfort.
About 68 parents have
joined the organization
since it formed last April.
Initial goals were buying
instructional equipment
and supplies and placing
parents in the school as
volunteers.
So far, the group has
bought a new copying
machine for the school
library with $1,300 it raised by sponsoring a
Fourth of July band contest.
It also has a long list of
additional wants from
each of the school's
departments, ranging
from dictionaries to computer software. Its
members have written to
the local medical society
asking for a microscope,
and plans to go to the
business community for
other needs.
School principal Claude
Sallee believes the
group's interest could

have an added benefit. He
thinks it might lead to increased tax support for
the school.
About five years ago,
Clark County voters rejected a tax increase for
school construction. Last
year, the Southern
Association of Colleges
and Schools put the
school on probation
because of severe overcrowding.
This year, the county
spent $86,000 to convert
the high school's old
library and auditorium
into six additional
classrooms.
Sallee attributed the
problem to a lack of communication.
"That happened when
we consolidated and got
larger and the parents
felt they weren't needed.
With this, they can feel a
part of our schools
again," he said.
Parents in the group
say they enjoy helping
out.
"We're concerned with
promoting academics in
any way we can," said
Susan Skaggs, the
group's president.
Coli.sta Ledford said
she decided to get involved when she saw crowded
conditions that nearly
cost the school its accreditation last year.

"I felt like it WAX timq
we got out here to do
something," she said.
Another member,
Nelda Smith, who has one
child in high school and
three more who will attend in coming years,
said she was concerned
about the "lack of emphasis on acadelpics"
compared to that on band
and sports.

Schools not
following plan,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
lment
(AP) — F
ro
tli
y the
figures p
Jefferson County school
system show ,Jhat 24
schools are out of compliance with a desegregation plan.
Twenty-one of the
schools have too ,many
black students tort meet
the guidelines, while
three have too few black
students. The total of 24
schools is the biggest
group of out compliance
since 1978, and twice the
number recorded in any
of the past three years.
The school system has
been declared
desegregated, however;
and the legal case surrounding the system's
racial enrollment has
been closed.

Human rights
group rules

cheer
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GREETINGS'
We're overflowing with
merry thoughts for you
and yours...to have the
best Christmas possible!

The
Clinic
Pharmacy
104 N. 5th
753-8302
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Now any
McDonald's breakfast
entree is less than a dollar. A
good, solid meal. At a good low
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.1982 J C Penney CO.upany Inc.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A Bowling Green
apartment owner has
been ordered by the Kentucky Human Rights
Commission to pay $1,000
each to two blacks for
refusing to rent them an
apartment lzietaise, of
their race.
In a statement released
Monday, the comipjasiod
said it had foiuid that
Paul Boddeker' had
discriminated against
One of the joys of Christ- James Brents and Dolly
Brents.
mas is the opportunity it Cook
The commission deteraffords us to say 'thanks
mined through evidence
presented in a Sept. 20
hearing that the Brents
were told by Boddeker
that no vacancies existed
at his apartments, but
that whites inqulring
about vacantiP,s .,,Were
Southern States
told units were
pald
avrilable.
Co-Operative
The $1,000
to,each
Industrial Rd.
of the Brents is cethpensation for elikbartass753-1423
ment and humiliation, the
statement said.

JCPenney

price

107 N. 12th
753-5548
telerray,

Offer Exteadod Due
Te Plorrier Desmod

FOXTM Velour
Sale 17.99

Deer Skin gloves
Sale 7.99
Orig. $17. Men's deer skin,
pile lined glove.

le Rack
Sale'9
Special Buy
Orig. $26. Men's 100% orlon
aqtylltsvyeater in sizes ML,
••
"'"Xe.

Wooden tie racks keep his ties
neat and orderly

Slack
Sale 15.99
Levi®
Flannel shirt
Sale 13.99
Orig. $21. Comfortable flannel
shirt by Levi® in assorted
plaids.

Flannel shirt
Sale 13.99
Orig. $1$417. 'Big Mac" flannel shirt in assorted plaids
Regular and tall sizes.

Orig. $29. Kent tweed slacks
for the mature man. Poly/cotton/wool blend.

Reversible Down
Jacket
Sale 49.99
Orig. $55-$95. Keep him warm
in our reversible down jacket.
Available in regular and tail
sizes
Perelentage oil represents
urines on 'anginal prices.
Does not inctude entire stock.
Intenntrdiete inertriowns laity
have been taken.
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Here's the answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeanwes
Q. — I was grateful for
your article on nailpopping in gypsum board
and to know that us
novice do-it-yourselfers
have not been ignored,
but that is not my problem. Is there any
restoration short of
replacement for
overhead fiberboard and
gypsum board (I have
both( which is warped into downward distending
sags (almost humps)
because of roof leaks?
A. — Whatever solutions there are, including
a suspended ceiling and a
fabric covering, fall into
the category of
replacements, making
the reply negative. It is
assumed that, no matter
what you do, the leaks
have been stopped.

•
SPECIAL

Q. — I have a small,
aluminum-sided house. It
has insulation in the attic,
on the floor as well as the
Inside part of the roof.
Our heating system is circulating hot water. The
problem is excessive condensation on the inside
windows. Each morning I
sponge the water from
the windows, absorbing
enough water so that I
have to wring the sponge
twice for each window.
Please tell me what is
causing this and the
remedy. I have storm
windows.
A. — The condensation
is caused by warm, moist
air settling on cold surfaces. Since the condensation forms on the inside
windows,cold air must be
getting through the storm
windows and hitting the
inside windows. You have

Bentley's Invites You
To Try Our
Jumbo Country
Ham Biscuits

2 For Only $1 •00
...A Meefin' Entin'Place

Court
*on
Murray

to prevent that, but you board or plywood over
also must reduce the the old?
amount of high humidity
A. — Since the old
In your house. Do you covering is in such poor
have an exhaust fan in condition, take it up, put
the kitchen and also in the down hardboard, and
bathroom if the warm air then the new flooring.
there cannot escape? The You can put the new over
only things you can do the old only if the latter is
with high humidity is to in good condition and
allow it to get out of the solidly attached to the
house or trap it, which floor. In purchasing
would require the pur- either hardboard or
chase of a dehumidifier.
plywood, be sure to get
what is called underlayQ. — My kitchen floor- ment.
ing is 31
/
2-inch wood
covered with linoleum
Q. — I applied urethane
which is quite old and has varnish to a long table. It
buckled in some places came out nice and had
(the linoleum, not the just the right gloss to it.
wood). Should I take up After a couple of days, I
the old linoleum before sanded it and applied a
replacing it with second coat as I had been
something similar in the told. Now I am
resilient family? Should I dissatisfied with the
cover the old flooring result. It has a kind of
with the new, take up the gritty appearance, not
old or put down hard- very conspicuous but oh-

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
vious if you look at it very
much. What did I do
wrong and how can I correct it?
A. — It seems you may
have forgotten to take off
the dust after the sanding. Either that or ordinary household dust got
on it between sandings.
To restore it to acceptable condition, sand it
again. Don't apply too
much pressure, just
enough so the gloss is
removed. As soon as the
finish has dried, vacuum
the surface, using a
vacuum cleaner attachment or one of those hand
vacuums. Wipe carefully,
then go ahead with the second coat. The chances
are you'll have a nice,
smooth, non-gritty surface.
Mars, known as the red
planet, gets its color from
a rustlike coating on the
surface soil

For all your Travel Reservations Call

SECOND FLOOR

PLAN

SI. 4-

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
representing

American and International TroveItime

Mle

Here's to a wonderful
Christmas and a world
of peace and beauty!

faith ANd UNdERSTANdiNg... Always!

Taylor Said
CO.

Greve 111.
7534742

Lille

411141 1

Irma
*
The Saving Place

HERE IS A 11
/
2 STORY CAPE COD house that is snug and
compact. Inside, the stair to the second floor wraps around a
centrally-located fireplace. Two bedrooms and a bath are
tucked into the roof area on the second floor for a total of four
bedrooms in all. Plan HA1184H has 1,102 square feet on the
first floor and 465 on the second. For more information write
— enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to Homes
for Living, 107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.

4

CHECK OUT'THE FEATURES.
CHEcK OUT THE PRICE.

Toshiba's new BD-4511
desktop plain paper copier.
Exclusive VIP and ACE mean better
performance and better copy quality. Add
super reductions,edge-to-edge copying and
dual paper cassettes.
Call for a free demonstration
in your office today.

Ag
ual
f
i f MAYFIELD
111111 116 NORTH 7TH

247-5912

On the
house
THE PRODUCT — A
window insulating film.
Manufacturer's claim
— That this film provides
energy saving benefits
without sacrificing clarity and giving the windows
a darkened look ... that
the film consists of
multilayered coatings,
bonded to plastic, which
enable it to reflect back
up to 37 percent of internal heat normally lost
through windows during
cold weather ... that it
also works during hot
weather to cut solar heat
gain by up to 68 percent ...
and that it transmits normal light levels while
minimizing the glare that
causes discomfort.

Give The Perfect
Christmas Gift...A Gibson
Ham Co. Meat Gift Certificate

Exciting Atari® Video Computer System
Complete with 2 joysticks, 2 paddle controllers and Combat Game ProgramTM
cartridge' On-screen scoring, true-to-life sounds and difficulty-level options. Save!
'Other cartridges available

We Also Sell Country Ham, And Will Ship Them To
Their Christmas Destination.
Boy The 1 /2 - Whole - Or Slices.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

•

753-1401
We Accept Food
NOURS; 7:00-5:00 ass. -M.
Stamps
10-7 N. 3rd St.
7:00-12:00 SW.
-Only federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray
/11;0-4*-4 -41;kiiFt->qt-,142-5ark-i
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Save 33%

Robeson
10500 BTU Kerosene
Heater

Our Reg. 5.96
Sleep Gown
Nylon
Misses'
Many lovely styles. including this lace-lavished gown
with easy-fit elastic waist
In gentle lingerie colors

119.00
Our
3.273.47
L'egge Sheer Energy'
..omfortable nylon/spandex with cotton panel

9500 ITU Korosoft•
Heater 97.00

Pkg -Our
2.84
3 Pr. Men's Dress Socks
Ribbed or cable-panel
nylon socks Fit 10-13

Photo
Calendar
Offer

Polaroid
eatirnes included

1.1=er

r

or
r0
;A
ps

Seetlassere•

$2.29
Le

Gift Wrap
100 Sq. Ft.
Single Roll
Reg. 3.27

1-17111
7
.
7Price
5-diglt Calculator
Credit-card size. Music feature and 4-key memory

1.88
;

6.96

Your
Choice
Instant Color Film
Time-Zero"or 600 Sun'
film. 10 exposures each

You receive on photo
calendar plus on.
5x7 color print
from negattv• Of slide.

7.97

Noruontai Or Vertrcar

11110* Instant Film
10 color-print exposures
with Satinluxe" finish

Guorantir*0
Film Developing
Service

a•-•N

•

Ideal Gift
For Al,

ChaieDgorir Drew.Shirts
Polyester /cotton in white
and pastels Mon s sizes
Our Reg. 5.96, Mesa
Shirts In StrIp•s Or
Tone on-tow . 7.60
Ow 5.96, Poly's*,
4-In hand TIKe ....

Your Choice
Our
61C
Roll
12"x 25' Aluminum Foil
Helps keep leftovers fresh.
Many other uses. Savings.
$

3,17

Sale
Price
Whitman's'. Chocolates
Sanipler® box with large
variety of bonbons. 1 lb

Pkg.
Our 2.58
Disposable Plates
45,9%" compartmented
or 35, 10%' plain plates

2,oril

•Net wt

Tres In
Stripes Or
Soled Colors

12" Electric Fry Pan
Aluminum exterior with
SilverStone* interior
•DuPont Reg TM
Rebate lirnttsio to nre s stipulation
K

mod* Sal* Pflce

Less Factory

•

•
•
•
er

•

•
•
•

1.19

Rebate-1.00

rout Net Cost Atter
Factory Rebate

Save
18%

2"AA" batteries

•

•
•
•

33-57

Our Regular 7.96

7„478.97

Our Reg.

Easydriver* Tool
Ratchet tool system with
screw/socket drivers.

6.97

Our Reg.
8.97
TwiniFull
'St. Moritz' Blanket
Of warm,lightweight acrylic
Our 13.97, Queen/King,10.97

Our Reg.
2.47
6-V "Power Cell" Battery
Long-lasting 6-volt battery
for lanterns. K mart* priced.

49

YOU( Net
Cost After
Factory Rebate

2'"C" or D' batteries
or one 9-volt battery
meow.4 tinged of f $ epulailion
Said In Camera DIV

Pkg
Men's Soft Cotton Flannel
Shirts In Fashion Plaids
Chill-chaser shirts of me
dium-werght cotton %dm&
Two flap pockets and tails

•
•
•
•
4

Save 25%
45-14

.9711A7

Our Reg.

Sturdy Tool Box
Singie-covered metal
box with lift-out tray.
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Arthur Rubenstein,one of century's great pianists, dies Monday YourHoroscope

GENEVA, Switzerland
(AP) — Arthur Rubinstein, one of this century's
greatest pianists whose
dazzling work on world
concert stages brought
breathless silence from
admiring fans, has died.
He would have been 96 on
Jan. n.
Rubinstein died in bed
Monday afternoon at his
home after months of failing healthy following prostate gland surgery in
1980. His companion for
the past three years, Annabelle Whitestone, said
his morale in the last
days -could not have
been better."
She said Rubinstein,
one of the last of the great
Romantic virtuosos, had
not been feeling well

since developing a slight
fever Saturday and was
semi-conscious when he
died "very peacefully."
His wife, Aniela, from
whom he separated in
1980 after 48 years of
marriage, lives in Paris
and was expected in
Geneva today, Miss
Whitestone said. They
have two sons and two
daughters in the United
States.
Miss Whitestone said
funeral plans were incomplete. But Rubinstein
did not believe in God and
specified he did not want
a religious ceremony.
The Polish-born pianist
retired in 1976 — 70 years
after his U.S. debut —
when an attack of
shingles left him nearly

blhid. After his retiremeet, he completed a second volume of his
autobiography, visited
his children and listened
to records at his Geneva
retirement home.
After he retired,
Rubinstein once said, "I
think I can say no man
has lived his life more fully than I have. I think it's
late enough in the day for
me to have the right to
say it: My life is made. If
I die today, still I had it.
Nobody can say I've been
deprived of anything."
Musical colleagues and
admirers reacted with
shock and sadness to Rubeinstein's death.
"I shall always miss
Arthur," said composer-

Kentucky Lake Oil Co.
& Local Shell Dealers

conductor Leonard Bernstein, reached for comment in New York. He
said Rubinstein was "my
perfect playmate
whether playing music or
being a joyous companion
In the scherzo we call
'civilized living.'"
Rubinstein made his
debut at age 5 at a charity
concert in his native
Poland and first played
professionally at age 11 in
Berlin. But it was not until 1937 when he was 50
that he settled down and
his artistry matured.
In subsequent years he
became a world favorite,
acclaimed on both sides
of the Atlantic for his
matchless tone, intense
yet aristocratic roman-

Sto es Tractor &
Implement Co.

Clesel All Pt let. 24 lS2

Ucism, virtuosity, depth Liszt, Raval andtractedalvider following
of understanding and Debussy, Falla and that any other classical
warm and ebullient stage Albeniz and his Polish musician historY.
personality.
compatriot, Born in 1887 in Lodz,
Poland, where his father
Szymanowski.
His favorite composer
owned a textile factory,
was Chopin, but he also
Rubinstein played Rubinstein was the
was known for his more concerts before youngest of seven
Brahms, Schumann, more people, grossed children in a Jewish fruniSchubert, Beetoven, more money and at-

Jailed bobysitter reflects on life
FORT LAUDERDALE,
Fla. (AP) — Christine
Falling, the teen-age
baby sitter serving a life
sentence for strangling
three children under her
care, says she fears for
her life in prison and feels
she was "cheated out of
my childhood."
"Being, you know, in
prison, it don't bother me
that much," said Miss
Falling, 19, during a
prison interview Monday
at Broward Correctional
Facility's noisy visiting
MOM.
"It's just the people in
here they don't care, you
know, what they do to
you. Some of them would
just as soon string you up
by the neck or cut your
throat as to look at you.
You know a lot of them
that carries razor
blades."
The sitter, who has confessed to strangling five
children when they made
her mad or for "no apparent reason," said she
didn't know why she committed the murders from
Febuary 1980 to July 1982.
"But people keep asking me that," Miss Falling said. "I don't know
why I done it. I can't
figure out no more than
they (counselors) can.
That's all I know to say
about that."
Of her unhappy
childhood, she said: "I
was unsettled. I was being put in homes here and

•Wal.Mart Sells for les.•Wal Mart Sells for Less•Wal•Wat Mart Sells for Less•Wal Mart Sells for Less •Wal Mart Sells for Less•
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Remington Pump Shotgun
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*Rich appearance. perfect balance and superdependable *Double action bars prevent twisting
or binding, guaranteed straight-line pumping for
smooth feeding and positive ejection 'No. 870
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Ruger 10-22 Rifle
•22 Caliber automatic rifle
*Reg. 104.96
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May you share in the spirit of loving, giving
and worshipping together. To all our friends
...many thanks for your kindness.
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YOU BORN TODAY are inrested in reform and work
t when in a position to do
omething for humanity.
somewhat visionary,
ou're also practical and know
to implement your ideals.
ou have the ability to comercialize your artistic
ents and are capable of
riginal achievements in
iting, art, music and
ulpture.
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Semi-automatic, side ejection
•One piece walnut finish stock
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Remington 1100 Shotgun
--'Automatically adjusts to power of shell being fired—
low recoil effect 'Cross bolt safety •Wood protected
Rfiningt
. One with DuPont's RK-W finish
'Your choice of 12 or 20 gauge •No. 1100
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Fraaces Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 22, 1982
What kind al day will tomorrow be? To find out whet the
there, you know, being parole in 25 years. In ex- stars say, read the forecast
beat on. That's taking a change for the guilty given for your birth sign.
child's childhood away pleas, the state agreed
never to prosecute her for ARIES
from them."
Born to a 16-year-old three other deaths that(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) Er4Pr2
mother, Miss Falling was had been under investiga- Private career discussions
are indicated. Don't keep proadopted at age 3 and tion.
spent much of her life In the interview, Miss blems bottled up inside. Indrifting among family Falling spoke at length of stead, discuss them with
and friends in poverty- her fears she will be trusted confidants.
stricken communities of harmed or killed at the TAURUS
women's prison because (Apr.20 to May 20)
rural north Florida.
"What I'm trying to say of the nature of her A close tie may not want to
join you at a social event. Still,
Is I've been cheated out of crimes,
my childhood, been The sitter, transferred you'll meet with interesting
cheated out of most of my here Thursday from the conversation and stimulating
teen-age-hood and now I women's prison near friends.
don't have a chance to go Ocala, said she was GEMINI
back and go through that afraid of her impending (May21 to June 20)
anymore," said Miss move from the prison's Let logic prevail over
Falling, who was wearing orientation unit into the temperament in talks with
others. You'll have luck in
a gold prison-issue dress. general population.
The sitter was sentenc- "By the time one of raising capital. Some career
ed Dec. 3 to three life them (the guards) does success is likely.
terms after she pleaded something — like I said CANCER
guilty to first-degree they're (the inmates) (June 21 to July 22) e
murder for the February talking about cutting my You may be concerned over
1980 death of 2-year-old throat and all when I hit a child's performance in
Cassidy "Muffin" the compound — I could school. Talk with teachers and
Johnson, the July 1981 be dead by the time they other advisers. Partners are
death of 8-month-old Jen- do something."
in accord.
nifer Daniels and the July Concerning the chilling LEO
1982 death of 2-month-old confession made public (July 23to Aug.22)
Travis Coleman.
after her sentencing, A co-worker is your best bet
Under an agreement Miss Falling said she for a loan. You should be
between defense lawyers kept the murders secret especially efficient on the job.
and the state, Miss Fall- "until I couldn't keep it A partner may be touchy after
dark.
ing will be eligible for inside anymore."
VIRGO
(Aug.73 to Sept. 22) TIP VA.
You're inclined to worry too
much about a relationship.
Rise above self-doubt and enCATLETTSBURG, Ky. the issuance of $1 million joy a heart-to-heart talk with a
(AP) — Groundbreaking in bonds for the Corbin loved one.
may be as early as Jan. 1 Co., and $2.3 million in LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
for Corbin Ltd., a New bonds for Corbin Ltd.
York-based clothing State Commerce A family member has a
plant proposed at an in- Secretary Bruce helpful business suggestion.
dustrial park near this Lansford also went to Have more confidence in your
Boyd County community, Cincinnati last week to ability to cope with financial
make minor changes in difficulties.
say officials.
the company's applica- SCORPIO
The county's fiscal
tion to the Kentucky In- (Oct. 23 to Nov.21) 1111/1V
court last week approved
Development Be more understanding with
dustrial
two resolutions that
Authority,
Pur- a child. You can really get to
Finance
would provide $3.3
know each other better, if
million in industrial vis said.
you'll stop to listen. Be less
The
$1
million,
Purvis
reveStrgtenue b
•
byids
•
said, would help the com- critical.
forl
.
pany purchase property SAGITTARIUS
County Judge Ex- and construct a shell (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
ecutive Paul Purvis said facility, while the $2.3 It's a good time for financial
the bonds would be used million would go toward negotiations. Shop for
to help construct an improving the interior of household necessities. Don't
86,000-square-foot the building.
snap at a loved one this evenmanufacturing plant in In addition to the coun- ing.
the Coffey Industrial ty and state bond help, CAPRICORN
Park on U.S. 60 near Corbin has been granted (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Princess.
$600,000 from a matching You'll have luck with
And Purvis, who travel- grant by the Appalachian creative enterprises. Pay no
ed last week to Cincinnati Regional Commission to heed to a jealous friend.
with County Attorney bring water and sewer Watch impulsive decisions
Jerry Vincent to meet services to the area. The after dark.
with Corbin officials, is company also has receiv- AQUARIUS
optimistic that Corbin of- ed a commitment for (Jan. 20 to Feb.18)
ficially will announce its $145,000 from Paul Cof- Keep financial dealings conintentions to build the fey, should it decide to fidential for now. Don't ignore
plant.
locate in the county.
the advice of a friend who has
Purvis said he expected Corbin operates a plant your best interests at heart.
an official announcement in nearby West Virginia, men
from Corbin represen- and state officials there (Feb.19 to Mar.20) X
had been hoping to per- Though it's a poor time to
tatives by mid-week.
Resolutions approved suade the company to seek credit, it's a good time
last Wednesday by the build its new facility in for socializing with friends.
fiscal court authorized West Virginia.
Participate in club functions.

W. M aft Sells for Less • V‘.,,, • *.

• Wal Mirt

Secs for Less •'Aa'
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Ma't

and to
all our customers,
a big 'Thanks'!
Rob Rillingtm
Guy Ftlluvrian
()wen •illmortan

Shelley
Tam Strt ,

DPP

locks Body
Shop
NO*awn St.
7S3-5142
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Byron Burrill
rites planned
at Carmel

May this holiday season
be decorated with peace,Joy
and love! Noel!

1218 W. Broadway

Less • VVal

Sets )

•

753-5012

Mayfield
'tr. •

•
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641 N. Central Canter
Mon..Sat. 9-10 Sea. Noon-6
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SPARTUS

Save 4 74

" And the glory of
the Lord shall be
redeemed!" Rejoice
on this day!

" ma 11-_
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•

Alarm Clock

1523

.Large L E D display
•Snoozer alarm .100%
solid stale 'No 213004-500

Reg 19 97

Save 1 82
Westclox
Bull's Eye
Pocket Watch

Save Up To 1.64 On
"Aressa"
Engravable Jewelry
*Create a personalized
glft f_Qt_her._
'Monogram engraved
free with purchase

re$istant
•No 40309 *Reg 896

•Shoc k

5.54
A. Butterfly Necklace —
With Sapphire Reg 6 92
B. Heart Necklace with
Sapphire—Reg 6 92
C.Round Pin with Ruby—
Reg 6 92
D.Rectangle Pendant with
Ruby—Reg 6 92

•

2.96
E.Star Necklace—
Reg 3 97
F. Oval Drop Pendant with
Pearls—Reg 3 9/

•

6.32

Save Up To 4 24
Cross Chrome
Pen & Pencil Set

G.0harrnholder with
Charms—Reg 7 96
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West Ky. Rural Electric
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The funeral for Byron
Burrill, 77, 1522 London
Dr., Murray, will be
Thursday in the chapel of
Thompson Funeral
Home, Carmel, Maine.
Burial will follow in the
Highland Cemetery
there.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to First
United Methodist Church,
Cannel.
Mr. Burrill died Monday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is
survived by his wife,
Pamela, daughter, Mrs.
Diane Kellie, and four
grandchildren, Murray;
one son, Lawrence Burrill, Lansing, Mich.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of
local arrangements.

.

CEMIS1111

s

Services for Nolen
Atkins will be Wednesday
at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel
of Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. C.C.
Brasher and the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins will officiate. Mrs. Margaret
Ruth Elder, niece, will be
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be
Owen Hale, Clyde Hale,
Harold Broach, Hafton
Garner, Ted Atkins,
Ricky Atkins, Charles
Elder and Wayne
Blackford. Burial will
follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Atkins, 76, Rt. 6,
died Sunday at 9:20 a.m.
at Jenny Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lucille
Outland Atkins;
daughter, Mrs. J.
Gaylord Lehman, Birmingham, Mich.; granddaughter, Mrs. James
Symington, and greatgranddaughter, Aimee
Symington, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
Also surviving are four
brothers, Rufus (Daddy)
Atkins, Prineton, Clinton
Atkins, Hardin, Tommy
Atkins, Rt. 7, and Vernon
Atkins, Mayfield; sister:Ettple
Atkins, Murray several
nieces and nephews.

75, Rt 7, will be Wednesday at 11 am. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Bob Long will officiate.
Burial will follow in Old
Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Towery died Monday at 1:20 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She is survived by her
husband; five daughters,
Mrs. Harold Long, Rt. 2,
Hickory, Mrs. Robbie
Prince, Wing°, Mrs.
Dean Perkins, Mayfield,
Mrs. Jimmy Foster,
Memphis, and Mrs.
James H. Orr, Murray;
two sons, Frank Towery,
Rt. 7, and Henry H.
Towery, Tampa, Fla.;
three sisters, Mrs. Lilly
Houston, Murray, Mrs.
Olvie Towery, Dexter,
and Mrs. Ruby Jones,
Hardin; brother, Paul
Holland, Murray; 16
grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.

sj1Jekosi igne,

Mrs. Gladys (Tinsy
Cook, 75, 901 Fairlane,
died Monday at 5:50 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her husband, Carnell Cook, died
Sept. 10, 1966.
She was a member of a
Church of Christ. Born
Aug. 28, 1907, in Calloway
County, she was the
daughter of the late
Alfonza Hutchens and
Bette Martin Hutchens.
One sister, Mrs. Rose
Baxter, and one brother,
Henry gutchens, preceded her in death.
Mrs. Cook is survived
by one sister, Mrs.
Freeman (Van Alice)
Fitts, 901 Fairlane; four
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Clista
Thompson, Mrs. Clarice
Parks and Mrs. Gladys
Dunn, Murray, and Mrs.
Opal Blair, Nashville,
Tenn.; brother-in-law,
Deward Cook, Rt. 5; one
niece, Mrs. Howard
(Freda) Steely; two
nephews, Mac Fitts and
Gerald Fitts.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
R.5. Birpde and John
Dale Will officiate. Burfat
will foliew in Old Sidein
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 5 to 9
p.m. on Wednesday.

Nolen Atkins'
funeral rites
Wednesday

The funeral for Henry
B. Turner, 77, Fox
Meadows, will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and
the Rev. Paul Bogard will
officiate. Mrs. Otto Erwin
will be organist.
Burial will follow in
Palestine Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Turner died Monday at 8:05 a.m. at the
home of a son, Gary
Turner, Paducah.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Iva Cole
Turner; two daughters,
Mrs. Bruce Futrell, Rt. 8,
and Mrs. Robert
Lockhart, Hazel; two
sons, Edward Lee
Turner, Rt. 3, and Gary
Turner, Paducah; two
stepsons, C.L. Warren
and Larry Dean Warren;
six grandchildren; five
step grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren; one
step great-grandchild.

ssai

Mrs. Cook
dies; rites
on Thursday

Heritage Hospital,
Taylor, Mich.
He is survived by his
wife, the former Mildred
Fair of Calloway County;
one daughter, Mrs. Leta
Ostler, Livonia, Mich.;
one son, Roociald L Gladdish, Columbus, Mich.;
brother, Cecil Gladdish;
three sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Christine Harp, Detroit,
Mich., and Mrs. Mavis
Fair and Mrs. Agnes
Fair, Murray; brother-inlaw, William Fair, Murray; four grandchildren;
four great-grandchildren.

'AA •ssal Jot u•

Services for Roy F.
Gladdish will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
J.,will officiate.
_.'Pallbearers will be
Ralph Edwards, Harold
Kilgore, C.R. Avery, Bernard Seypr, William E.
Hobbs and William M.
Hobbs. Burial will follow
In Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today (Tuesday).
Mr. Gladdish, 77, Lincoln Park, Mich., died
Sunday at 2:45 p.m. at

Mrs.Towery's
Henry Turner
funeral to be ,
rites to be
on Wednesday
Final rites for Mrs.
at chapel
Lace (Porde) Tniver7.

1.1•16,1 lem

Gloddish's rites Wednesday
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Shop Early For
The Best Gift
Selection!

*Great gift idea
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for a lifetime
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May your
Christmas be
abundant with all
good things. Thanks.

'Choose from many styles and
assorted colors
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Officials try to link DeLorean,IRA

I
.
0
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•
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LOS ANGELES (AP)
The documents quote
— Maverick autornaker the millionaire auto exJohn Z. De Lorean ex- ecutive as saying "his inhis interests to be terests would be pro"protected by the ter- tected by the terrorist
rorist strength" of the strength of the IRA."
Irish Republican Army
Walsh's sworn • afas he conspired to sell 220 fidavit, filed with some
pounds of cocaine, 145 pages of documents,
federal prosecutors detailed a videotaped
charge.
conversation about the
In court documents fil- IRA between De Lorean
ed Monday, Assistant and a "confidential inforU.S. Attorney James mant of demonstrated
Walsh cited the outlawed reliability."
IRA's reputation for killWalsh said the convering informants in refus- sation occurred Sept. 4,
ing to name those who 1982, at the L'Enfant
helped uncover De Plaza Hotel in
Lorean's alleged drug Washington D.C.
scheme.
"That meeting was
De Lorean, 57, has devoted to a discussion of
pleaded innocent to a variety of options for
charges of conspiring to allowing De Lorean to
distribute cocaine worth realize a large amount of
an estimated $24 million money by means of
to raise funds to save his several narcotics deals
ailing auto firm, which involving both cocaine
had located its only fac- and Asian heroin," Walsh
tory in troubled Northern said.
Ireland.
"During the course of
Walsh said government that meeting John
videotapes and DeLorean boasted of an
audiotapes recorded De intimate relationship
Lorean • boasting of IRA with the Irish Republican
members as "our protec- Army," Walsh said. "De
tors" and claiming the Lorean claimed that the
group sponsored his co- IRA was a partial sponcaine distribution deal.
sor of 'our project" and
Warren Ettinger, one of that IRA members were
De Lorean's attorney's, his protectors, he said.
accused the government
De Lorean Motor Co.
of trying the cocaine case was based in Belfast,
in the media. •
Northern Ireland, until it
Ettinger declined com- was closed by the British
ment on the substance of government for insolvenWalsh's statements, but cy Oct. 19, the day De
said it was improper for Lorean was arrested in
the prosecutor to reveal Los Angeles.
evidence he plans to use
"De Lorean ... stated
at the automaker's trial that the only reason he
beginning April 19.
was able to survive in the
"We don't try lawsuits most difficult terrorist
in the press, and I thought area in all of Northern
the government didn't Ireland was because of a
either," said Ettinger. 'very tight relationship
"If indeed Mr. Walsh has with the IRA," Walsh
chosen to file evidentiary said.
material publicly, I find
The mostly Catholic
that appalling."
IRA is trying to drive the

•••

British out of Protestantdominated Northern
Ireland and reunite the
province with the overwhelmingly Catholic
Irish Republic.'.
The allegations were
contained in the government's response - to
defense requests to
discover evidence which
prosecutors plan to use at
the trial.
De Lorean's
whereabouts were not immediately known. He is
free on $250,000 bond and
checking in with probation authorities who have
declined to reveal his
location. He owns homes
in New York, Bedminster, N.J., and Escondido, Calif.

By Abigail Van Buren

Reader Hopes Relief Is
Just a Swallow Away
DEAR ABBY: A while back you recommended a "saliva
substitute" for people who suffer from dry mouth. Having
suffered from that condition fur two years, I went immediately to the pharmacy and asked for a saliva substitute.
The pharmacist said she had never heard of such a product and told me to ask my dentist what the brand name
was.
I called my dentist and he had never heard of a saliva
substitute either. Abby, can you tell me the name of this
product and where it can be purchased?
NEEDS IT IN ILLINOIS
DEAR NEEDS: I had no idea that the problem of
"dry mouth" was so widespread until I mentioned it
in my column and was promptly deluged with letters
from readers seeking relief from that condition.
There are at least four brands of saliva substitutes
on the market today. Ask your pharmacist to check
the "Annual Pharmacists' Reference Red Book,"
"Facts and Comparisons" or "Physicians' Desk
Reference For Non-Prescription Drugs," under
"Saliva Substitutes."
Readers, for your information, "xerostromia" (dry
mouth) can be caused by disease, medication, radiation therapy or the normal aging process. This
condition can cause acute discomfort, tooth decay,
inability to eat, swallow or talk, as well as difficulty
in wearing dentures.
If your pharmacist has never heard of it and
doesn't know where to get it, find another phar-

Kentucky
responds
to Phyllis'
diet
book
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — "The I Love
America Diet" book coauthored by Phyllis
George Brown is selling
briskly at some Kentucky
book stores.
"People are buying
them three at a time,"
said Jeff Levy, manager
of a Waldenbooks store in
downtown Louisville.
"We're happy and she
should be,too."
A major publicity blitz
is planned in January,
and the book's New York
publisher, William Morrow & Son, would not
release any sales figures.
The book, written by
Mrs. Brown and her
agent, Bill Adler, offers a
diet and suggestions for
proper exercise and
nutrition.

WINTER PARK, Fla.
(AP) — An elderly
woman couldn't afford to
repair her home after it
was gutted by fire four
years ago, so she lived in
two cinderblock rooms —
until her community gave
her "the biggest
Christmas present I've
ever had."
Friends, townspeople,
churches and the federal
government joined forces
to renovate, expand and
refurnish Susan King's

Hwy. 641 South, Murray 753-4175
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SNOWS
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The ported bathtub toy and pre
school pit:muff comboned in one
Children wit have noun of run wen rts
many lealures Banshme fun for rime
ones Can be payed no, our ol the
wafer

#1477

WINDUP
WORKING
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lashioned detailing on the
Rahway Hand Car Wheel
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$2
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LEISURE DYNAMICS

DEAR JUNE: Too old? Never! CongratulattOns,
good luck and God's blessings.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Can a gynecologist tell if a woman Ire
had a child?
I had a baby two years ago, put him up for adoption,
and now want to marry and start a new life without
telling anyone about my past. (I had a normal, natural
birth. No surgery.)
The problem is I'm engaged to a gynecologist. Please
help.
MY SECRET
DEAR SECRET: My experts tell me that there is
no way a doctor can feel the difference or tell by
sight or a physical examination.
P.S. A bit of unsolicited advice: Please share your
secret with your fiance. If it changes his feelings
for you, he might not be the man for you. Also, such
"secrets" sometimes surface later, creating much
misery for all concerned.
Sc.

Every teen-ager should know the truth about
drugs, sex and how to be happy. For Abby's booklet,
send $2 and a long, stamped (37 cents), addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Community gives fire victim'biggest Christmas present

Uncle Jeff's
Safe-T-Discount Pharmacy

EWA INDUSTRIES

DEAR ABBY: Forty-seven years ago I fell in love with a
young man, but his mother didn't think I was good enosidl
for him so I gave up. I moved out of town, met another
man and married him.
Last summer I went back to my old hometown and ran
into my first love by accident. I could tell it was him a
block away. We had coffer and talked over old times, and
I knew the spark was still there. He never manned . 1 was
married twice and widowed twice.
I just turned 71 and he's 70. Do you think we're too old
to get married now? Sign this.
JUNE IN JANUARY

house. Beaming her approval and murmuring
her appreciation, she
moved into it over the
weekend.
Mrs. King, 71, who has
worked most of her life as
a maid, said, "I didn't
have enough to live and to
fix it up too." So she had
to live in the house with
no kitchen, no heat and a
gutted bathroom. She
washed her clothes and
dishes in the bathroom
sink and was confined to
two small concrete-block
rooms in front of the
house.
Neighbors stepped in
after city housing
specialist Gaye Warren
learned that a $9,000
federal grant was not
enough to cover the costs
of the extensive remodel-

mg

Warren went to the city's 12-member race relations board, which serves
as a communications link
between City Hall and the
city's predominantly
black west side, and the
board established a
special fund at a local
bank.
Contributions poured
In, doubling the money

available from the
federal grant.
A new bedroom, kitchen and bath were added to the existing tworoom concrete house. Improvements include a
natural gas wall heater,
wall-to-wall carpeting, a
three-piece bedroom set,
an eat-in kitchen with a
stove, a refrigerator and
cabinets, and a full
bathroom with a small

almond-colored sink.
right to the bank w1th4ut
"I think that's darl- a name on it."
ing," Mrs. King said of
Samuel Kahn,
the sink. "That's the man of the + chairbiracial
cutest little thing."
board, expregged his
thanks to
"There have been so calling all contributors,
many people that I can't gracious."them 'really
thank them all," said
And Mrs.
Freddy Houston of ROH she toured King said as
thr house,
Construction and "I'm very surprised.
I
Repairs, the contracting didn't expect all
firm that did the work. sure didn't ... I'mthis I
very
"Many donations went grateful."

Louisville milk processors up prices
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Milk processors
in Louisville have raised
wholesale prices by 6
cents a gallon, resulting
in retail price hikes of 10
cents a gallon in some
stores.
The iir:oirigases were inMated
airymeri
a regional min marketing cooperative
based in Louisville, and
other large dairy co-ops.
The farm-level increase applies to most of
Kentucky, including
cities as far west as
Paducah, and extends into southern Indiana.
Flav-O-Rich, a processing subsidiary of

HEY, WAKE UP! LET'S
60 SELL THOSE
CHRISTMAS WREATHS!

Dairymen Inc., has raised its prices to retailers
by 5 or 6 cents a gallon
across much of Kentucky, including
Louisville, Lexington and
Bowling Green.

Albert J. Ortgowil.i,
senior vice-president of
Dairymen, said the increases were necessary
to recover the higher
costs of handling a
variable flow of milk.

Humana opens
new ci;s1;1701
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Humana Inc.
plans to open its new 170bed hospital in southeast
Lexington on Jan. 9.
The six-story facility
will offer a 24-hour
emergency care, outpatient surgery, intensive
care and coronary care

sections, an obstetrical
and gynecological section
and a pediatric unit.
0f f i c i a 1 s o f t h e
Louisville-based cornpany, which operates 89
other hospitals, say 60
percent of the, _new
hospitals rooms MD pie
private.
, 4,,..
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dresser
drawers), offences and air conLOW yew day.
Early Aftlefican Maple ditioning 753 3531 or
Cbildrea's toss 7$,dinette suite with six 753-6713
4445.
chain with six chairs.
Formica top, Early
Need Cash? We buy and American step end All electric, 2 bedroom,
sell Depression Glares & table, lamps (some completely remodeled
Bel Air Early American, some home, attractive decor,
Fiestaware
Decor Store.
traditional), Early unfurnished, $225 per
American child's desk. me., deposit required.
7S3-4012.
Call 753-9029 after Sp.m.
Hazel, Ky. One full
plan, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, approximately 1
Now is the season to acre lot, good garden
ads to ysior
prepare that Ag & spot, references respocifkatisos. We
Industrial Unit for the quired. $135 per mo.
coming spring. For 492-8327.
repair chains, sin
front to back overhaul. Three bedroom
house
dap,set duos etc.
Call 436-2361. Try us for near Ky. Lake, washer
the best buys in and dryer included,
undercarriages.
deposit required. 7538964 after Sp.m.
Two bedroom brick
New 6 gun solid oak gun home, full basement, 1
cabinet, S238. See at block from Hospital and
Uncle Jeffs Sporting Middle School. $225.
losidis Vernon
Goods.
Available Jan 15 Call
753-1900.
Weston Store)

, Pelmet

Monogramming
753-3644

WWIelle

MAN.Fir Roe

fors. recces& rail Two bodireeni IWO,* in
les. gray kw, rituirat. WW/dreed Subd
pas

I, Johnny C. trallk ern
no longer responible for
debts other than my
own as of Dec. 17, 1952.

2. Notice

klitadlo

1116110

Christ/nes peddle
Orisienent 4/4 W/1

IN

I

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY

For Sale. Runs on electricty. Runs 8 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
m.p.h. Good condition.

Olympic Pius
Mrs. 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sam*

Call 753-4092

FOR RENT
ROLLAWAY
BEDS

19. Farm Equipment

10. Sports Equipment

21 Musical

Baldwin organ, pianos.
Player pianos. Practice
pianos, organs. Your
complete music store
next to Penney's.
Lonardo Piano CO.,
Paris, Tenn.

23. Extermirtatirq

Merry/ Rental
& Soles
753-8201

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Ph...753-3914
"If you drink the idea
of personal service
Inspection.
is gone, you don't Free
Licensed, Bonded, Inhave insurance with sured. Servall Termite
Pest Control Co.
National Life and and
1300 E. Wood, Paris,
Accident."
Tenn. Eddie Williams,
Santa Suit Rental Mr
Tuxedo. Call 759-4073.

Ph. 753-8779, 9 to 5.

24. Miscellaneous
CARS $100! TRUCKS
$75! Available at local
gov't sales. Call
(refundable) 1-312-9315337, ext. I774B for your
directory on how to
purchase. 24 hrs.
FIREWOOD. Seasoned
oak and hickory 18" and
Ed Jennings
22". $29 a rick, GreenBox 64
wood. $25 rick, deMurray, Ky
livered and stacked.
42071
753-9600.
Firewood for sale. 7533619 or 492-8530.
Raw Fur Hite Fur &
Root Co. Paducah, Ky.
hi year earveeiewee.
443-6139.
Suiter fres ow Sales Beet. Red stacked chairs, as
be it ern skewness is $5.00 a chair Call
hew 6:36 PM te 8:1111 PIO between,
en taradays, Tendon, 9:00a.m.-5:00p m., 753.
Mondays aed Fridays.
5986.
PINIDONS, OUSWOOKI,
SEASONED
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
FIREWOOD. Call John
1466 W. kW.
Boyer, 753-0338.
7535315
Wood for sale, $22 a
load, delivered 489-2377
ask for Mike or Ron
Phares.

NOTICE

To Place Your
Classified
Phone

153-1916
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
6 Short steep
7 Auricular
8 Substance
1"- the
9 Residue
PiPer"
10 Baker's
1 Malice
product
9 Simian
12 Native metal 11 Sin
46
Underground
13 Angry
part of plant
14 Gelahad's
18 Stuff
title
20 Become
15 MC*
aware of
17 Baseball
22 Procrastinaplayer
tion
19 Vex
23 Encomium
21 Vehicle
&umber
24
22 Signifies
26 Uncooked
25 Big
29
Dorado 27 Magnificent
30 River ducks 28 worms
31 Rescues
32 Planet
33 Parcel of
34 London
repast
land
36 Shooting
35 Vision
stars
37 Existed
38 matured
39 Apothecary's
10 At no time
weight
42 Compass Pt
43 Periods of
time
45 Firecrackers
IT Menu words
49 Bristle
50 Vigor
54 Willow
57 Moccasin
56 Singing %IOC*
60 Arid
61 Social insect
62 Mixes
83 Notice
ACROSS

DOWN
1 Vessel
2 Exist
3 Long for
4 Celled on
5 Comparative
ending

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains

*Bilit is beau weighs
•Noniagimpiso
'C Chaos
Swposttiao
'Box mid rope chains
611% off
GOLDS SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS
(inside Version's
Western Store)
Olpospic Piaui
Mrs. 9-9 Day
1.45

PoC COMIC CCIO
CCU BOUM COD
CUOMO COUDOU
IlCUL UM
0120121 COC CM°
CINC OUCCUIBUCC
CC CMC CCM EU
IDEUMUCIECE BUO
LICMC IBCD GUM
1310 CLICC
UUCILUD CIOUWOU S. Lost and Found
UDC OECINU CUE
UCC COCCU CUD Missing a black and
win
52 Perform
53 Blackbird
INS
55 Before
46 Forays
58 Type of
48 Dieseed
breed
50 Watering
59 Sink place
sworn
51 Brown in the
41 Rodents
44 Skirt 09011-

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 Trailer, excellent
condition. See Brandon
Dill at Dill's Trailer Ct.
14x70, excellent quality
and condition, 3 bedroom, 2 baths, 2 porches, central air unit,
underpinning and tie
downs go. Take over
payments with low equity. 489-2144.

IL Mobile Home Rentals

173c63 Trailer for rent.
See Brandon Dill, at
Dill's Trailer Court.
A two bedroom, newly
furnished. Call Shady
Gaks. 753-5209
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 4$9-2611.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
white 3 mo. old Border pets. C811409-2611
Collie, lost North of
Murray. Call 753-3478.

31. Business Rentals

Wanted
OFFSHORE OIL JOBS.
Make over 30,000 a
year, no experience
necessary. Details.
Stamp to: OFFSHORE,
Box 973, Murray, Ky.
42071.
OIL CO. OPENINGS.
Off shore rigs. No
experience necessary.
Start immediately. S35,
000 plus a year. For
information call 1-3129204364,ext. 17745.

Wareham
Storer Sumo
For Root
753-475$

41.Formskrion

n4.7

Homesfor Sale

X.Pets Supplies

4.Real Estate

Immummillmil
ser
lr
Realty
1 ........._ -

SO. Used Trucks

APPLiANCII SIR
Kenmore.
VICE
Westimebouse,
Whirlpool It years
SWIM%llenC• Pert* and
service Oceiby Hoover
Sib's Appliance $et *SPA,' IS vows on
roe iopsc• Carpentry.
vice 201 S 5th St
753 4572 ?SI 1116 concrete. illossibinc
rooting. sliding NO
(tense)
JOS TO SMALL Frei
estimates Days 474
1391. MIMS 4143276.
Medical toc Oreolggegt
holl time poSittOtt SOO
eersenell C• Cent

oehloAt. Home

all CM
SIIIIIP
NUM
OS-4341

Appliance Service
Washer
dryers
ifteie, refrigerator
electric heat, and
microwave All brands
serviced Call ?SO 1222

PAINT IN
IN iticOR

EXTERIOR
PAINTING

niunitr Hollow*,
turbot. Ky
as W

7$3-$174.
work on your
Topping prun
ing. 'mono. complete
removal and mere Cali
COVERS ?REF
SERVICE for Pro
lessionai tree car.
753-113$
Tree trimming and
removing /videos and
shrubs Free estimates
Need

AlLPAPERING
Rolm/1110N

753-3715
753-5t22
* rises e•T‘isSAtt•

Appliance repair work
au l brands Specialize in
T /ippon Call 751 5341 or
154 6954 Earl Lcreett
Aboodum sad VINO
Whip sad Ahmeimps
trio for oil h..... It

41
in'.
Jadi Qom

telpIPS?

?54 $
04

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
We elo soy type
of domain.
474-6635

Bob's Home Improve
men?, 17 years building
experience, remodel
Mg, additions. Centre*
work, revolt's. general
home maintainc• Call
Will do plurnbing. twat
713 4501
1119, carpentry, painting
CARPET CLEANING, and roofing Call 713
Free Estimates
nil
Satisfied references.
Will
hlkll white rock,
Vibra Steam Clewing
(Upholstery Cleaning) soot!, lime, rip rap and
Lee's Carpet Cleaning mammary sand, coal
Call Layton Hutson
753 5527
753 4543
Wilt sharpen nand sows.
circular saws. and
chain saws 7534456

KU
KWIC

We specials I. mover
rut plastic wolfs. Modal water limos mod
weeer

1;3;111 s

=ALPS
IMUIS MEW
101.344-3474

FLOOi SAIIDING
AND AMONG
NI yews itxurionco
Staled Moors ow
speciality .
9004.111/
ROOS CO.
354-6127

Shop the
best buys
in town

X.Business Opportunity

MOOSE FOR
Located su mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 7591405.

OM 111

NW • mead apt? Deild-of sr
11•614•40•1. tosel
referesess. Cal No.
710-1711 sr

no need to dig
deep for these buys

,...
31..tes.ForRerd

Furnished 1 bedroom
apt. in excellent re
sidential location 5150
Call Bill Kopperud,
7S3-1222.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 753
money!
Earn extra
4109, 762-6650 or
Home mailing pro436-2144.
gram, start immediately. For details Two bedroom apt. Call
send a self address 70-9200 after 4p.m.
Stamp envelope to BC. Two bedroom duplex
PO Box 37, Frankfort, apt. 411 N. Rh, Murray
Call 4012-11225.
Ky.40602.

keep JINNI

4.MN Services

34.Hosesfor Rent

CUSTOM
JEWELRY

MINN as mei Ow
Mtn If le awl
ashmon COI MN El

Ford 6 cylinder 110$
mew and eutemalk
transmission. SIM new
4 3 5 155, or
HALFWAY TO $3 5 0
HEAVEN or maybe £35456
row crop
wen closer
ping, livestock or a S.USW CMS
combination of both
ISiS Hondo Civic, S
tobacco barn. speed. rune good Call
farrowing
milkhouse.
7130717
house. year round
110 Pontiac Catalina.
spring-fed creek runs
running condition.
through the property good
clean interior UN Cali
Into a 30 acre water
4314591
shed leak* Oh, yes
ladies, there is a tour le?* Mercedes :SOC.
bedroom brick home excellent condition $S.
pampered by its SOO 753 3062 or 753IMO
owners
What more ten Ford brand Trim
could you ask on this 293 Sport. loaded, bucket
acre country estate? seats automatic in
Possible assumable now, real nice MO
loan of $153,000 at 7 to a 474
qualified buyer
Yes. 1572 Monti Carlo. ex
dial 153)452 at Century Wient condition, make
21 Loretta Jobs offer 759.1971.
Realtors
1975 Honda
IPRK
Prime pined pleasure IS condition, lowLSO.
miloisim,
what you get on these 25 must sell, entering w
acres. The acreage can vice 751 4142
be purchased with 1/3
down and with NO 1576 ()edge Charger
Interest with payments Call 753 5713 after
at $200 per month Yes. 5 30p m
1976 Pontiac Grand
we said NO interest
Dial 753 1492 to start Prix. New radial tires
Your no interest and battery Local car,
payments.. CENTURY wnite with vinyl top
21 Loretta Jobs, 492 1425.
1977 Buick Electra 225.
Realtors.
air, all power equip
men?, one owner 713
IL
4174
By owner, or rent, low 1977 Chevy, 4 WO C 30
Christmas pups. 2 payment. 4 blocks to pickup, sharp. Also 1978
C-10. $1,003, See at 219
black, 6 wks. old
Court House, single
poodles with papers family, 5 bedroom, 2 South 15th.
197$ Cutlass Supreme.
male and female, $.50
bath or duplex, 9 rooms low mileage, extra
each. Also 1 toy white 1
acre, 2 car
clean $4,4.513. 436 2682.
male with papers, $50 or
garage, fruit trees.
will trade for white
Owner financing. 753 1971 Plymouth Volare,
male with papers. 436good condition. 759 4942.
4307 or 436-54$9
2745.
1978 Toyota Colic. GI, 5
Cramped,
need
room?
Christmas Special.
There lots of room in sued, great car with
Minature Schnauzers,
this 4 bedroom home rear defogger, AC,
champion bloodlines,
located In Kirksey area, Factory AM FM cass
$75. 435-4165.
an older home with ette, new radial tires.
Labrador Retriever modern decorating, Call 474-1091 after 5 00
plus on weekends
puppies excellent large dining room, den
bloodlines. AKC. 753
livirut room. Has large 1979 Pinto, 2.3 Wolf, 4
4106.
closed in front porch, cylinder, 4 speed, 55.000
Minafure Dachshund best of all is priced only miles, real sharp,
puppies, 8 weeks old, $21,500. Morgan $1,550, 474 2267.
had shots and wormed. Trevathan and Gun 1900 Renault Le Car,
$SO each. 753-1308 after Realtor, 753 4000 or excellent condition,
4p.m.
489-2266.
good gas mileage,
Registered Border Col
Four bedroom brick speed, $3,250. Call 759
lie pups, wormed, $75. home in Kirksey. Very 44.55 or 759-4121.
Call 1-901-885-3632 In neat and well built 1981 Spirit DL like new,
Union City, Tenn. after home with full base
1950 Cutlass Supreme
ment. Lovely garden real sharp 753 3561,
40.m.
and flower areies'ftt well 753 6562
manicured lawn. Also Ford Wagon, very
40x30 concrete building clean, good mechanical
suitable for workshop or condition $550 1803
garage. The price is College Farm Rd
right at 139,900. KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753 For sale or trade, 1974
Buick LaSabra. 2 dr.,
1222.
good work car, $600 or
House and lot for sale, best offer. 437 4$92.
Mee Gee te Coen
10 miles out of town
Buyers hew Everywhere
$9,000 or best offer. Call
Isiah Service Kea 1 104I
753-7635.
1912 Caihrehe Deed
1974 Ford Van, 6 cylin
Large and luxurious
Kerrey, lisenicky 42071
der, straight shift,
bedroom
residence
(512)753-41S4
situated on wooded acre custom paint, good
Anytime
only 3 miles west of condition. 753•1124
XX I. IMMO
Murray, adjoining the
Dreher
Oaks Country Club Golf
Uomeed & Benied
Course. Five sets of
sliding glass doors open
onto private porches
and patios. Home has
many outstanding
features. Call KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753
1222 today. $110's.
Now is the time to move
into this immaculate
/
2 bath
11
Walk right in, and three bedroom,
brick home situated on
you won't want to
VA acres, with fruit
walk out of this trees, large garden
charming home, area, well landscaped
quality
but you can walk lawn Many
features including
to restaurants, drapes, range and distennis courts, hwasher. Large outside
grocery and bank. storage. Owner moving
must sell. Priced in the
Suited for the
ISO's. KOPPERUD
large family with 4
REALTY,753-1222.
bedrooms and 2/
1
2 Two bedroom home at
baths. Beautiful
Almo on large lot.
Maintenance free
lot. Priced at
dryer
$60,000. KOP- aluminum siding,
hook-up and wall to wall
PERUD REAL- carpeting Only $12,500.
•
TY.753-1222.
Call Spann Realty As• soc.753-7724.
Two bedroom Nome In
E,A LTORS
Murray. Owner financing or will trade for 3
bedroom home. Asking
$25,500. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
1.
What You Seize is What
You Get...Tastefully
12th at S
decorated with flowing
753-11561
TELEPHONE
floor plan. Large eat-in
kitchen plus 4-5 be •
Appolatosoots mak
drowns, family room or
for poor coavosioaco. dining room, central
Fo11 time solos gas. Yes, a workshop
outdates ossialmg too. Dial 753-1492 and
make this pleasant
*us.
drive with us today at
fassikt.any 1W-1241 CENTURY 71 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors and see
Rona 11601 . 753-7725
home with count
isycs Istsosra.. MDR this
less features for the
1531 family that's ready to
Oil Slam
ism Own . 1114471 have fun. Seize this for
only $43,000.

RemeltRest

IiNsmoRmiNolo

IihreicesOwerel

Santee" Moped. $125
?OM

U.Artideshr

SOO N. 4f%
753-325 1

4.11unes Sale
Two bedroomi.
Kroh. 7 weds* NM 40
Murray en la 431 WA

Mi!ierray
Ledger
& Times
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Local hospital census reported
Census at MurrayCalloway County
: Hospital for Wednesday,
'Pee. 15, was 133 adults
',and six in nursery.
Newborn admissions
."wee Deborah Morris and
.twin boys, Rt. 2, Benton;
-1(lithy Bass and baby
boy, Rt. 2, Hazel; Kathy
Warren and baby girl, Rt.
;,Springville, Term.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Carla Griggs, Rt. 7,
Benton; Janice Stigall
and baby boy, 159 Berry,
Camden, Tenn.; Bertha
flumfelt, 1103 Elm St.;
Janice Foster, 419
Routon, Paris, Tenn.;
Billy G. Walker, Rt. 5;
Everett McMahon, Rt. 1,
Pardin;
Virginia P. Henry, 821
Sha Wa Circle; Diana G.
Oliver, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Villa Teague, 513 Foste,
.aris, Tenn.; Margaret
Hughes, Puryear, Tenn.;
Sue Hall, Puryear,
Tenn.; Virgil Easley, Rt.
j,Springville, Tenn.;
Jimmie Dale Pritchett,
)tt. 1, Dexter; Dora Mae
tiucy, 625 South Fourth
it.; Romulus Parker, Rt.
8; Fannie Scott, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Henry N. Farris,
508 Pine St.; Wilson
Lamb, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
Grace Hopkins, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Thomas C.
Doran expired), 1708W.
Main St.

F. Norton, 27 Green
Valley Dr., Paris, Tenn.;
Census at Murray- Robert Rains, 114 North
Calloway County Seventh St.;
Hospital for Thursday,
William D. Watts, Rt. 3,
Dec. 16, was 132 adults
Mayfield; Homer J.
and eight in nursery.
Hornbeck, Rt. 6; Karen
Newborn admissions
909 North lIth
Boggess,
were Carla Griggs and St.;
Edwards and
Teresa
baby boy, Rt. 7, Benton;
baby boy, Box 1153,
Patti Nanney and baby
Paris, Tenn.; Bill L.
boy, Rt. 1, Benton; Amy
Stockwell, 104 South 13th
Jarman and baby girl,
St.;
Rt. 7; Mary Butler and
Betty L. Moreland, Rt.
baby girl, 1508 Chestnut
St.
2, Wingo; William SalenDismissals were as tine, Rt. 3; Galon Morris,
follows:
Puryear, Tenn.; Jessie
Michael D. Smith, Rt. Craven, 1639 Farmer
2; Martha E. Newcomb, Ave.; Jennie Wilson, 501
1200 South Sixth St., Olive St.; Freeman
Hickman; Fern S. Evans, Rt. 1, Springville,
2 Walnut, Term.; !line Pittman, CR
/
Williams, 14051
Benton; William Eddie Box 33, New Concord.
Brown, Rt. 3; Fred
Eugene Jones, Rt. 1,
PANAMA CANAL
Almo;
first ocean-going
The
Robert Fitch, 1805
through the
passed
ship
SutTaylor
Greenbriar;
Panama
uncompleted
ton, 1104 Old Freidman
1914.
in
Canal
Lane, Paducah; James

BEING
HOME NM,
THE

•

When your family comes home for the holidays,
you'll want to serve'em refreshment that's as
special as the occasion.
So when you do your holiday shopping,
pick up plenty of Coke, TAD,and Sprite in all
your favorite packages.
And bring'em home...
for the holidays.

l
mboxydwattow4eaortopuriff
PURDOM'S VALUE RATED USED CARS

atm

1982 Pontiac T1000 5 Dr. air condition and more.
$8,295.00
1981 Pontiac Gran Prix Brougham full power and
1
air,local one owner,low mileage.
44.
'
1981 Pontiac T-1000 Coupe, 18,000 actual miles,!
i
I
"Slick as a hounds tooth". $4,995.00
Ford Fairmount 2 door. $5,395.00
11180 Chevette 2 door, low mileage. 14,395.00
1979 Olds Toronado, loaded locally owned new I.
ts
car trade-in. $7,495.00
1979•Cadillac Sedan deVille -locally owned, low
mileage.

t

1979 Dodge Colt 2 dr. locally owned.
1977 Ford LTD Coupe, nice, locally owned.
$2,395.00

Light the
way for a
holiday
with by.
and
happinossi

1973 Chevrolet Malibu 2 door. $895.00

CHECK WITH US FIRST FOR THE BEST
LOCAL USED CARS IN TOWN.

See Jim Suiter, Bob Blake
& Wells Purdom, Jr.

Oda

h

1616
Wheel
Alignment
301 011re

753-1351

PURDOM
MOTORS INC.

III 0
E.'• II

III 0

1106 West Main 753 5 I

Telp041001(641witifte•itkiroit

99.9% RETURN
ON INVESTMENT

AT 99.9% FUEL EFFICIENCY,
KERO-SUNt PORTABLE HEATERS COST
YOU JUST PENNIES PER HOUR TO
OPERATE.
Obviously, you don't Ilke to see
your heating dollars wasted. So get
a heater that's virtually waste-free
—a 99.9% fuel-efficient Kero-Sun
portable heater. Nearly all the
money you spend on fuel returns
to you as heat. And it costs Just
pennies per hour to operate.
There are Kero-Sun portable
kerosene heaters for every kind of
home and business. All are easy to

cgent 11
•
,
pfMtV,I .01
-Coca-1,0a- awl 'Calm arttei,sl,rd r ad,Tar Mt11,li
a-Cola Company.
"TAB"and'Some'are also rerstered trade-marks W The

operate. Smokeless and odorless in
operation. Safety-tested and listed
by Underwriters Laboratories.
Get a 99.9% return on your heating
investment. See all of our Kero-Sun
portable heaters today.
KERO-SUN HEATERS SAVE YOU
MONEY WHILE THEY KEEP YOU
WARM

COKE, TAB, &
I SPRITE
iln 61/2 oz., 10 oz. L 16 oz.
I Returnable Bottles.

5 GALLON CAN
FREE WITH HEATER
PURCHASE!

WI MING C01111‘011T TOWNER SPACE

Limit one coupon
required purchase Coupon

expires 1-9-63

I.

VIR•

Ctumaawv

TO THE DEALER Our sales recxesentative will reimburse you for the
face value of this coupon. plus 74 handling. it you accept it only on the sail,
of the specified product Any other
application constitutes fraud Invoices
showing your purchase of sufficient
stock to cover all coupons must be
st.own upon request Void if prohibited.
!axed or restricted Customer must
r?(
pay any required bottle deposit and
ced
1
d
20
/
1
value
sales tax Cash

Nothing tastes like the
real thing.

0•
I

Offer good only on area
sehed by
Pedswoh Glee C.ole Beelflesp

"Com Cols" mil "Cake" on registered trede-woris which licrelly the mete predect if The Cue Cele Ceespary.
Settled wider the entierity if the Cage Cele Compaq by Paducah Caw Cele Bettline Cs:

.11

